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Abstract

Newer cellular communication generations are planned to allow asynchronous transmission of multiple numerologies (waveforms with different parameters) in adjacent bands, creating
unavoidable adjacent channel interference (ACI). Contemporary windowed-orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (W-OFDM) algorithms have limited ACI rejection capability under high delay spread and small fast Fourier transformation (FFT) sizes. CP is designed to be longer than the
maximum excess delay (MED) of the channel to accommodate such algorithms in current standards.
Most prior work on windowing assume additional extensions reserved for windowing, which does
not comply with standards. The robustness of these algorithms can only be improved against these
conditions by adopting additional extensions in a new backward incompatible standard. Whether
windowing should be applied at the transmitter or the receiver was not questioned. Such extensions
would deteriorate the performance of high mobility vehicular communication systems in particular.
In this dissertation, algorithms that enable minimum, even insufficient guards are discussed to
achieve the spectral efficiency and latency requirements of cellular communication systems beyond
5G. This leads to interference in both time and frequency domains.
First, a partial-non-orthogonal multiple accessing (NOMA) scenario in which the desired
user is experiencing both intersymbol interference (ISI) due to insufficient CP and ACI caused by
asynchronous transmitters using non-orthogonal numerologies in adjacent bands is investigated. ISI
and ACI depend on the power offset between desired and interfering users, the instantaneous channel
impulse responses (CIRs) of interfering users and transmitter and receiver window functions.
Therefore, joint and adaptive utilization of CP requires real-time calculation of ISI and ACI.
Analytical expressions for expected ISI and ACI at each subcarrier of the desired user are derived
to minimize their combination. Accordingly, an adaptive algorithm consisting of windowing each
vii

subcarrier at the receiver with window length that minimizes the combined interference at that
subcarrier by optimally exchanging ISI and ACI is proposed. Interference reduction performances
of current, outdated and average optimal window length raised cosine receiver windows are assessed
and compared to fixed and no receiver windowing. Windowing reduces interference even when CP
is shorter than the channel if window length is determined using the proposed design guidelines.
Second, two independent algorithms are proposed that are implemented at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. These algorithms estimate the transmitter and receiver windowing
duration of each RE with an aim to improve fair proportional network throughput. While doing
so, solely the available extension that was defined in the standard is utilized. Presented standardcompliant algorithms also do not require any modifications on the counterparts or control signaling.
Furthermore, computationally efficient techniques to apply per-RE transmitter and receiver windowing to signals synthesized and analyzed using conventional CP-OFDM are derived and their
computational complexities are analyzed. The spectrotemporal relations between optimum window
durations at either side, as well as functions of the excess SNRs, the subcarrier spacings and the
throughput gains provided over previous similar techniques are numerically verified.
Third, a low-complexity Hann receiver windowed-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (RW-OFDM) scheme that provides resistance against ACI without requiring any ISI-free
redundancies is presented. While this scheme is backward compatible with current and legacy
standards and requires no changes to the conventionally transmitted signals, it also paves the way
towards future spectrotemporally localized and efficient schemes suitable for higher mobility vehicular communications. A Hann window effectively rejects unstructured ACI at the expense of
structured and limited inter-carrier interference (ICI) across data carriers. A simple maximum
ratio combining (MRC)-successive interference cancellation (SIC) receiver is therefore proposed
to resolve this induced ICI and receive symbols transmitted by standard transmitters currently in
use. The computational complexity of the proposed scheme is comparable to that of contemporary
RW-OFDM algorithms, while ACI rejection and BER performance is superior in both long and
short delay spreads. Channel estimation using Hann RW-OFDM symbols is also discussed.
viii

Finally, the extension of this flexible signaling approach to other radio access technologies
(radio access technologies), such as characteristics that could be exploited in the cellular structure
and application of these approaches to NOMAs schemes are discussed, and such an extension
is exemplified using practical multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Practical MIMO
systems depend on a predefined set of precoders to provide spatial multiplexing gain. This limitation
on the flexibility of the precoders affects the overall performance. Here, we propose a transmission
scheme that can reduce the effect of mismatch between users’ channels and precoders. The scheme
uses the channel knowledge to generate an artificial signal, which realigns the predefined precoder
to the actual channel. Moreover, the scheme can provide an additional level of secrecy for the
communication link. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated using BER, EVM, and
secrecy capacity. The results show a significant improvement for the legitimate user, along with a
degradation for the eavesdropper.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) designed 4G-Long Term Evolution (LTE) to
deliver broadband services to masses [1]. The design was successful in doing what it promised, but
the one-size-fits-all approach resulted in certain engineering trade-offs. This broadband experience
was possible at a certain reliability not allowing ultra reliable and low latency communications
(uRLLC) operations, is not the most power-efficient design and is only possible below 120 km/h
mobility [2]. Cellular communication standards beyond LTE are envisioned to provide diverse
services with various requirements simultaneously to a myriad of devices. 5G new radio (NR)
physical layer was designed to utilize the OFDM waveform [3] with different parameters, called
numerologies, allowing prioritization of certain aspects in different applications and made the
enhanced-mobile broadband (eMBB) experience possible in a wider range of scenarios [4]. Next
generation cellular communication standards beyond 5G mobile communication are planned to
schedule non-orthogonal numerology sub-frames in adjacent bands [5]. Numerologies, in their
current definition, refer to CP-OFDM waveforms using different subcarrier spacings, and in some
cases, various CP rates [6]. For example, while low power Internet of Things (IoT) devices are
assigned smaller subcarrier spacings to conserve battery, vehicular communications are operating
with higher subcarrier spacings and shorter symbol durations to keep the communication reliable
in high Doppler spreads caused by higher speeds.
This shift in paradigm brought with it a problem deliberately avoided by the uniform
design. Regardless of the domain MA was performed, the use of a unified orthogonal waveform in
the point-to-multipoint downlink (DL) avoided the inter-user equipment (UE) interference problem
controlled and avoided in the multipoint-to-point uplink (UL) in all preceding generations of cellular
communications. That is, users in adjacent bands are assumed to cause negligible ACI. However,
1

CP

OFDM symbol

Figure 1.1: Visual demonstration of temporal standard symbol structure.
by allowing coexistence of different OFDM numerologies in adjacent bands, ACI between UEs
sharing these bands arises in the DL [5]. Different numerologies interfere with one-another [7] and
ACI becomes the factor limiting data rates if the interfering block outpowers the desired block at
the intended receiver [8]. In the UL, although orthogonal waveforms were used in principle, power
differences and timing and frequency offsets across UEs caused interference. Although they came
at certain costs, strict timing and frequency synchronization across UEs [9] and power control [8]
have been historically used to mitigate the interference in the UL. Unfortunately, with the use
of different numerologies, these remedies are not a solution to the problem and inter-numerology
interference (INI) is inevitable [7] even in the DL. 3GPP acknowledges this problem and gives
manufacturers the freedom to implement any solution they choose as long as they respect the
standard frame structure [10] seen in Figure 1.1.
While many researchers focused on designing numerologies without changing its conventional structure and tailoring this structure to users needs, at the inception of the studies concluding
in this dissertation, alternative OFDM based approaches, e.g., unique word-orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (UW-OFDM), discrete Fourier transformation-spread-orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (DFT-s-OFDM), etc., also had traction as potential candidates. Before we
delve into the details of the algorithms featured in this dissertation, we will also discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies in the next section1.
1.1

Notable CP-OFDM Alternatives
We have earlier denoted that CP is a smart way of utilizing the GI. There are other methods

which have recently been gaining attention that utilize the GI as good as CP, and the most prominent
one among these methods is UW-OFDM [12]. In UW-OFDM, the GI is filled with a deterministic
1Part of that section was published in [11]. Permission is included in Appendix A.

2

sequence called the UW. To obtain the UW, data subcarriers are multiplied by a precoding matrix,
which depends on the desired UW, before the IFFT operation. This multiplication generates
data dependent redundant subcarriers. Then, these redundant subcarriers are given as input to
the IFFT along with the data symbols. At the output of the IFFT, UW is obtained in the time
symbol, without needing any other operations such as copying and pasting as performed for CP.
The advantages of UW-OFDM comes from the fact that the UW is a natural part of the IFFT
interval. Due to this property, symbols with different unique words can be multiplexed in time
and frequency without destroying the orthogonality among various users and applications as long
as the inverse DFT (IDFT) length is kept the same. Therefore, UW length can be adjusted by
selecting the number of redundant subcarriers and UW-OFDM symbols can be flexibly designed
based on the delay spreads experienced by different receivers [13]. Furthermore, the corresponding
correlation introduced between the redundant and data subcarriers can be exploited to improve
the BER performance [12]. On the other hand, due to the increased complexity stemmed from
the precoding and decoding processes, UW-OFDM suffers from complicated receiver and the
transmitter structures [14].
In addition to the multicarrier derivatives, there are also quasi-single carrier (SC) structures
stemming from OFDM. For example, DFT-s-OFDM can be obtained by adding an M-DFT block
before the conventional N-IFFT operation where M < N. It is a midway between multicarrier and
SC, and is usually categorized as a quasi-SC structure due to this generation process. There are two
main reasons this well-known modification of OFDM has been used in the UL of LTE [15]. Firstly,
although higher from pure SC, it exhibits lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) compared
to the CP-OFDM and requires much lower power amplifier back-off resulting in a higher power
efficiency. Secondly, since it is an OFDM-based structure, the scheduling flexibility provided by
orthogonal frequency division multiple accessing (OFDMA) can still be used [16].
The circularity of DFT-s-OFDM symbols is also satisfied with the help of CP just like
the conventional OFDM implemented in LTE. Recently, methods that fill the GI with different
sequences have also been proposed for DFT-s-OFDM. Despite the similarity to the UW-OFDM
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approach discussed earlier, filling the GI with specific sequences does not require any precoding
operation in DFT-s-OFDM because of its inherent structure [17]. When the sequence, desired to
fill the GI, is appended to the data symbols at the input of the M-DFT, the interpolated form of this
sequence is obtained at the output of the N-IFFT at no expense of complexity. Furthermore, these
schemes can be used by existing DFT-s-OFDM receivers without any modifications as the guard
sequences do not impact the data symbols [18]. Considering these facts, a popular alternative to the
CP-based DFT-s-OFDM is zero tail (ZT) DFT-s-OFDM [19]. The main motivation behind using
a ZT is the ability of adaptation to different channel conditions and data rates just by modifying
the number of zeroes [20]. Compared to conventional CP-DFT-s-OFDM, this scheme offers a
better block error rate (BLER) performance and reduced OOB leakage as the interference power
leaking to the consecutive symbols are reduced and the zeroes are a natural part of the IFFT output,
respectively [20]. Having a ZT, however, decreases the average power of the transmitted signal,
resulting in a PAPR penalty [18]. This penalty recently forced this approach to evolve into what is
called Generalized DFT-s-OFDM, and ZT DFT-s-OFDM remained as a special case where the head
and tail are set to zeroes [21]. The UW concept can also be combined with ZT DFT-s-OFDM and
gives rise to UW DFT-s-OFDM. It replaces the ZTs with nonzero low energy redundant symbols
that further reduce the OOB leakage, PAPR and energy in the tail compared to both UW-OFDM and
ZT-DFT-s-OFDM [18]. An enhanced version of UW DFT-s-OFDM concept is given in [22], where
an additional perturbation signal is introduced to suppress the ISI energy between the consecutive
symbols, which remains even less than the ISI between ZT-DFT-s-OFDM symbols. However, this
scheme suffers from the increased receiver complexity and transmitter complexity due to the linear
precoding [18]. The techniques described in this section are illustrated in Figure 1.2, along with a
comparison with the classical CP-OFDM.
After these potential candidates were evaluated, 3GPP decided to stick with the CP-OFDM
waveform used in LTE as the mother waveform for 5G. Furthermore, increasing spectral efficiency
is crucial to support the projected number of devices, especially, in lower carrier frequencies,
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Figure 1.2: Temporal comparison of modified structures’ symbols below CP-OFDM, to scale
according to LTE extended CP specifications.
favoring reduced guards [5]. Next section discusses contemporary attempts to increase spectral
efficiency by reducing the redundancies of modern OFDM systems.
1.2

An Overview of Redundancy Reduction Techniques for OFDM
Classical CP-OFDM is known as one of the most spectrally efficient transmission schemes

and sufficiently satisfying the requirements of LTE-Advanced Pro and currently used IEEE 802.11
systems. However, it still suffers from redundancies, in both time and frequency domains. The
redundancy in time comes from the use of CP while the redundancy in frequency domain comes
from the use of pilot subcarriers and guard bands. In order to adopt OFDM for future radio access
technologies and to achieve the aforementioned goals in data rate, these redundancies should be
reduced, significantly. The methods that aim to minimize the guard band requirements will be
presented throughout this dissertation. Therefore, selected methods that are proposed to reduce the
remaining redundancies, i.e., pilots and CP, are drafted in this section2.
2Part of this section was published in [11]. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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1.2.1

Pilot Decontamination
A redundancy that has been with OFDM since it became practical is the use of pilots

within the subcarriers. In time domain duplexing (TDD) systems, inside a cell, the mobile stations
transmit mutually orthogonal pilot sequences to the base station (BS) so that the BS can estimate
the channel in the UL, and assuming channel reciprocity, precode accordingly for the DL. In the
case of frequency domain duplexing (FDD) systems, because the channel state for the UL and DL
is different, a two-stage procedure is required. The BS first transmits pilot symbols and then, the
users feedback their channel state information to the BS. For the massive MIMO concept with the
TDD case, many beams are established for a vast number of users compared to the past. Each beam
requires a different mutually orthogonal sequence, which increases the length of the sequences
immensely and decreases the resources available to transmit data symbols. For the FDD case, the
same situation happens as the number of transmit antennas at the BS goes to infinity. A proposed
method to reduce this overhead is reusing pilot sequences of nearby cells, which introduces intercell-interference and gives rise to the "pilot contamination" effect [23]. The high number of lengthy
pilots also increases the latency and makes IoT-type sporadic and short messages inefficient.
Some researchers allow the use of the pilots but try to reduce the overhead, which can be
referred to as soft pilot mitigation. In [24], the authors propose using only the amplitudes of the
subcarriers as the pilots, and the phase of the same subcarriers can be used to transmit information
in an effort to increase the data rate. In [25], the author proposes many techniques to mitigate pilot
contamination for the TDD case. The terminals are suggested to match the DL reference signal
powers in the UL, in order to both reduce overall pilot interference in the neighboring cells and to
reduce the pilot overhead required for closed loop power control. Another suggestion is reusing
pilots softly to avoid inter-cell-interference. Some pilot sequences are proposed to be assigned for
use only at the cell edge whereas the same groups of pilot sequences can be transmitted with less
power near the BSs. Even further, the author suggests that the angular resolution provided by the
massive number of antennas can be used to coordinate pilot allocation between cells and safely
reuse the pilot sequences for spatially separated terminals. In [26], the authors have aligned the
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power delay profiles (PDPs) of the users served by the same BS to orthogonalize the pilots sent
within the common OFDM symbol. By aligning the PDPs for the same number of users that can
be sounded within the same symbol, it has been shown that the average SNR can increase by half.
Another group of researchers has proposed blind channel estimation or signal detection
techniques to remove pilots completely, which would be appropriately called hard pilot mitigation.
In [27], the authors have shown that pilots can completely be removed as the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of the received signal matrix projects the received signal onto an interference-free
subspace governed by an easily predictable non-linear compound. The authors have demonstrated
that the proposed subspace projection method outperforms linear channel estimation if a power
margin between the users of interest and interfering users are provided, especially when the base
station antennas outnumber the coherence time (in number of symbol durations). In [28], the
authors have treated the detected UL data as pilot symbols to obtain the least squares estimate of
the channel. Also, by estimating the channels of all users sequentially, they obtained extracting
vectors which extract the desired data from the mixture signal, accurately.
1.2.2

CP Reduction
In communication channels with multipath delay spread, a guard interval (GI) is required

to prevent leakage in time between the successive symbols. CP is a smart way to utilize the guard
interval by copying the samples from the end of a symbol and pasting them to its beginning. Thus,
the linear convolution of the channel becomes a circular convolution, which makes the channel
matrix diagonalizable only by taking its Fourier transform and enables a simple equalization in the
frequency domain. The length of the CP is chosen to be larger than the expected delay spread to avoid
any ISI and ICI. Also, in order to maintain orthogonal coexistence of neighboring transmission
blocks, predefined values have been used for the length of the CP and applied to all the blocks.
For example, two CP rates are defined in LTE where the normal CP duration in terms of symbol
duration TSYM is given as TSYM × 9/128 while the extended CP duration is TSYM × 32/128.
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Recent works have shown that extending the CP duration might not be the best approach
to combat against long delay spreads [29–31]. The newly proposed 5G scenarios have introduced
their own methods for ISI mitigation. An example is mmWave MIMO systems that employ highly
directional transmission using beamforming. For such systems, beam switching reference signals
are broadcasted so that the receivers can determine which predefined beam is directed to their
way, resulting in higher signal to interference plus noise ratio for all receivers. Inventors have
shown in [29] that such signals not only provide support for beam switching but can also be
used to estimate delay spread exceeding CP duration. Then, ISI could be canceled from received
symbols which reduces the required CP. In [30], authors claim that MIMO receivers can identify
the presence of any residual interference after equalization by evaluating the channel matrix. It was
shown that decreasing the modulation and coding index instead of extending the CP length, would
increase the throughput. In addition to these methods, advanced signal processing techniques can
be employed to mitigate the interference. A good example of that is the bi-directional M-algorithm
based equalizer proposed in [31]. It has shown that a system which experiences a delay spread
six times longer than the CP duration exhibits the same performance of a conventional system
with sufficient CP. It is achieved at only the expense of performing two iterations of the proposed
algorithm referred to as trellis-based interference detection and mitigation.
In some scenarios, the maximum excess delay might be much less than the duration of
normal CP which makes the minimum CP overhead of 7% a pointless guard for LTE systems.
To reduce this overhead, the authors of [32] present the idea of a flexible frame design. A wider
range of options in terms of subcarrier spacing and CP length are used for the OFDM symbols
inside the proposed frame structure. Then, the users experiencing similar channel dispersions
are grouped and the proper symbol parameters are determined for each group within the frame.
Thus, overall efficiency is enhanced by avoiding inconvenient parameter selection. An extension
of this approach to mmWave single user MIMO systems can also be found in [29], where the use of
additional subframe configurations is presented independently for each user. Increasing the number
of options for the CP duration is also recommended in the 3GPP standard contributions.
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CP overhead also constitutes a disadvantage for the low latency required applications as it
introduces delays in the transmission which might cause drawbacks for 5G services such as uRLLC.
For instance, using CP durations shorter than users’ MEDs are proposed [33] to satisfy the lower
latency required by new services in systems beyond 5G while increasing spectral efficiency. In the
algorithm proposed in [33], the author removed the CPs entirely from all symbols except the first
one for reducing total transmission delay. This technique uses the CP of the first symbol to obtain
a detailed estimation of the channel time and frequency characteristics. Afterwards, the subcarrier
spacing is reduced to

∆f
NSYM −1

where ∆ f denotes the subcarrier spacing used in the first symbol

and NSYM denotes the total number of symbols including the first one. All symbols sent later are
combined to fit in the same bandwidth used by the first symbol sampled with NOFDM points using
an inverse FFT (IFFT) size of ( NSYM − 1) × NOFDM , and sent as a single symbol without CP.
Thus, the total transmission time is reduced by ( NSYM − 1) × TCP , where TCP is the CP duration.
Up to this point, we have covered two issues that shadow the success of future cellular
communication systems. The first issue regards the INI, or by the more common name, ACI
problem that will be limiting the future systems. The second problem is a need to reduce the
redundancies in the system. Remedies to the second problem have been covered, thus let us cover
the potential remedies to the first problem, and reveal the connection between the two problems.
Historically, possible ACI due to interferers in adjacent bands are either mitigated using
interference cancellation [34], avoided by increasing guard bandwidth until ACI power becomes
negligible [35], or suppressed [36]. Nodes can reject ACI by filtering [37]. Filtering requires
matched filtering operation at the both ends of the communication system for optimal performance
[38]. If not already implemented at both nodes, this requires modifying the device lacking this
function, which is unfeasible for UEs that are produced and in-use. The additional complex
multiplication and addition operations required to filter the signal increase the design complexity
of the modem, which in turn increase the chip area, production cost, power consumption, and
operational chip temperature and reduces the lifetime of the device and battery [39]. Introducing
these operations at the next generation NodeB (gNB) can be justified to improve system performance,
9
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Figure 1.3: Visual demonstration of structure used in previous windowing literature. The
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“T”ransmitter and “R”eceiver windowing, while the green dash and yellow round dot overlays
demonstrate transmitter and receiver windowing of the underlying area, respectively.
however the takeaways may cause IoT devices to fall short of their key performance indicators (KPIs)
and is undesirable [40].
The most prominent alternative approach to suppress ACI is windowing due to its low
computational complexity and high efficacy [41]. Windowing can be applied at the transmitter to
reduce OOB emission and corresponding ACI before it eventuates [42], or at the receiver [43] to
reject present ACI and is extensively studied in the literature [44]. However, all references utilize
the same window function at all subcarriers, while it is known that edge subcarriers are more critical
in OOB emissions and are more prone to present ACI. Motivated by this property, [45] introduces
subcarrier specific window (SSW) concept at the transmitter side whereas [46] introduces optimal
SSW function design for both transmitter and receiver.
In [46] and most of the preceding literature focusing on windowing, windowing was performed by extending the symbols by an amount which was arbitrarily chosen without explanation,
in addition to standard CP duration seen in Figure 1.3, and the focus was on deriving window func10

tions optimized according to maximize standard performance metrics. These extensions reduce
the symbol rate and change the frame structure defined in the standard, thus creating nonstandard
signals that are not orthogonal to the symbols that aims to share the same numerology [5]. Thus,
the symbol structure defined in both 4G and 5G mobile communication standards [6], shown in
Figure 1.1, is modified. Even if any gain for the desired user itself can be made possible by incorporating such extension for receiver windowing, introducing such elevated interference to others is
not allowed by the current standards [47]. Furthermore, additional extensions for windowing is the
increase in the effective symbol duration which reduces the effective symbol rate. Conventional
CP-OFDM receivers are designed assuming the CP is longer than the MED of the desired users
channel to not experience ISI. This is achieved by avoiding channels with MEDs longer than CPs
by elongating the CP durations, such as the extended-CP option in LTE. Extending the symbol
duration relentlessly causes the symbol duration to exceed the coherence time of the channel, which
is a critical problem for high-speed vehicular communications [5]. Due to the time variation of
the channel in high mobility systems, the additional extensions not only cause a direct reduction in
data rate but also either further cuts the data rate back when relative pilot overhead is increased to
mitigate the reduction in absolute pilot periodicity or reduces capacity due to the channel estimation
errors when no modification is done [48]. In order to achieve reliable high mobility vehicular communications, there is an apparent need to shorten the cyclic extensions instead of further elongating
them. In [45], the authors attempted to improve spectral efficiency of windowed OFDM systems
by not applying windowing to the REs of inner subcarriers assigned to UEs experiencing long
delay spreads and applying windowing on the edge subcarriers using the excess CP assigned to
UEs experiencing short delay spreads. While effective, this scheme is only applicable if all UEs
utilize the same numerology. Addressing conventional systems, [45] assumes CP is longer than
the MED of the channel to accommodate windowing and limit the window length to the guard
interval that is not disturbed by multipath reception while [46] even allocates additional samples for
windowing, reducing spectral efficiency. Thus, the augmented guards promoted by [46] aside, even
the more than sufficient CP required by [45] becomes a luxury in current trend. These conventional
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approaches do not address the requirements of communication systems beyond 5G and therefore
need to be extended. Furthermore, both ends of the communication must be aware of and agree
to make such a change. This causes backward compatibility issues with devices in use. Whether
it is more beneficial to window a duration at the transmitter or receiver was not discussed in the
literature.
In Chapter 2, we propose the first standard compliant windowing scheme, in which we derive
the receiver windowing durations that optimize reception of each subcarrier in the case which ISI
and ACI occur simultaneously and pulse shapes of transmitters operating in adjacent bands cannot
be controlled, in the absence of any extension designated for windowing. We utilize insufficient
CP optimally to jointly minimize ISI and ACI, addressing spectral efficiency requirements of
systems beyond 5G and the corresponding real-time conditions adaptively. To the best of authors’
knowledge, this is the first work proposing windowing in a system with insufficient CP. We first
determine incident ISI caused by insufficient CP, ACI caused by different numerologies in adjacent
bands, and the combined interference power for each subcarrier as it is the optimization metric to
be minimized. These analyses lay out the framework for optimal SSW functions at the receiver, but
we limit the discussion to raised cosine receiver window lengths. We also analyze the interference
reduction performances of resulting optimal SSW and fixed length windowing compared to no
receiver windowing; with window lengths determined for current and outdated CIRs and PDPs to
demonstrate the possible gains and robustness of the design example.
Chapter 3 aims to extend Chapter 2 by evaluating how network capacity can be further
improved if the pulse shapes of the transmitted waveforms can also be designed while conserving
the standard frame structure, that is, not adding any additional extensions other than CP and using
only the present CP for windowing. In Chapter 3, we propose two independent algorithms that
aim to determine the amount of windowing that should be applied at either side to maximize fair
proportional network capacity. Unlike Chapter 2 in which receiver windowing duration calculations
required CIRs knowledge, the proposed receiver windowing duration calculation algorithm in
this work solely uses statistics derived from the received signals. This significantly reduces
12
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Figure 1.4: Visual demonstration of the adaptive CP concept presented in the Chapter 3 of this
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the complexity and eases implementation, and makes the algorithm completely practical as no
information is needed. The proposed transmitter windowing duration calculation algorithm aims
to maximize the network spectral efficiency by assigning high transmit window durations only
to REs with excess signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) that can withstand the ISI
caused by windowing. This reduces the ACI in the system with minimum impact to the REs
applying windowing. Neither algorithm requires any control data transfer to other parties of the
communication or changes to the other nodes at any point. The proposed utilization of the standard
symbol structure as a function of excess SNR is shown in Figure 1.4. Numerical results confirm that
fair proportional network spectral efficiency can be increased greatly without disrupting the standard
frame structure by utilizing CP adaptively, and determining transmitter windowing durations using
excess SINR of REs and data-aided receiver windowing duration determination are an effective
metrics.
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Our contributions in Chapter 3 are as follows:
• Computationally efficient per-RE transmitter and receiver windowing of signals synthesized
and analyzed using conventional CP-OFDM are derived.
• A computationally efficient per-RE transmitter window duration estimation algorithm for
gNBs that maximizes the fair proportional network throughput based on UEs channel conditions and does not require any information transfer to or modification at UEs is presented.
• A computationally efficient per-RE receiver window duration estimation algorithm for gNBs
and UEs that maximizes the capacity of each RE and does not require any information transfer
from or modification at the transmitter is presented.
• The computational complexities of the aforementioned algorithms are derived.
• The algorithms are numerically analyzed in terms of OOB-emission reduction, throughput
improvements, relation of window duration estimates with excess SNR, spectrotemporal
correlation and accuracy of window duration estimates.
However, all algorithms proposed in Chapters 2 and 3 still require an abundant periodic
extension of the transmitted signal and reducing ACI with these approach comes at the cost of
introducing ISI, which consists of the sum of the low powered contributions from all subcarriers
of the previous symbol. The computational complexity of canceling the ISI is high due to the large
number of interfering components. Furthermore, this approach is not effective with shorter CP
durations that are associated with vehicular communication numerologies. Consider Figures 1.5
and 1.6, which shows the PSDs of the the sixth subcarrier from the band-edge of different
OFDM variations and window functions. The PSD labeled as "Slepian [49] Win." in Figure 1.5
is obtained by performing receiver windowing operation presented in [46] on an extended CP
numerology [6] using the entire CP duration of a small subcarrier spacing, long duration OFDM
symbol. In this case, the window works as expected and is able to confine the spectrum within the
resource block (RB) as intended, and consistently fades throughout the spectrum. However, if the
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Figure 1.5: The PSDs of OFDM schemes and window functions applied to a long duration OFDM
symbol with extended CP rate. The markers indicate FFT sampling points.
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Figure 1.6: The PSDs of OFDM schemes and window functions applied to short duration OFDM
symbol with normal CP rate. The markers indicate FFT sampling points.
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same algorithm is applied to a short duration vehicular numerology with normal CP overhead, as
shown in Figure 1.6, the window underperforms and provides a limited benefit over the standard
rectangular window even if the whole CP duration is still used. Furthermore, the PSD behaves
inconsistently throughout the spectrum due to the limited resolution especially for the subcarriers
of the edgemost RB as presented, oscillating to high powers away from the subcarrier of interest.
Also note that this is the performance upper bound for a normal CP overhead. If a shorter
window duration is used to utilize part of the CP for its actual purpose to mitigate multipath
channel and limit ISI, the performance reduces further. Filtered-Orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (F-OFDM) [37] does not suffer from the same problem, but requires changes at the
transmitting device and is computationally complex. N-Continuous orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (NC-OFDM) [50] can be utilized by all devices in the band to consistently reduce the
ACI levels regardless of symbol duration, but this scheme also requires changes at both transmitting
and receiving devices, and also introduces in-band interference as seen in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. There
is an apparent need for a reception algorithm that does not modify the standard transmitter, has low
computational complexity, and is robust against delay spread without requiring extensions, and is
not affected by the FFT size.
In a regular OFDM based system, if no redundancy is used for windowing, and a receiver
window function other than rectangular is used, the zero crossings of the window’s frequency
response differs from that of the transmitted subcarriers [44]. This causes heavy ICI between
the received subcarriers, resulting in problems greater than the avoided ACI [43]. Attempting
to cancel the resulting ICI yields little return if the ICI consists of weak contributions from
numerous subcarriers, and the computational complexity and success of the cancellation renders
such implementation impractical in general. Some window functions commonly used in signal
processing reveal special cases [51] if the windowing operation depicted in Figure 1.7 is performed,
limiting the number of interfering subcarriers which may be exploited to possibly enable gains.
A strong candidate is the Blackman window function, which provides promising ACI rejection
seen in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. However, the main lobe of the Blackman window function spans
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CP

Received OFDM symbol

Hann Windowed OFDM symbol
Figure 1.7: Hann receiver windowing process explained in Chapter 4 using standard symbol
structures.
2 adjacent subcarriers on the shown right hand side spectrum and 2 more on the not-visible
left hand side, thereby including high-power ICI from a total of 4 subcarriers. This results
in computationally intensive reception and limits capacity gains. Another strong candidate is
the Hamming window function, which only interferes with the closest 2 adjacent subcarriers,
hence enabling lower-complexity reception. The ACI rejection performance of Hamming window
function in the subcarriers that immediately follow the main lobe is also unmatched. However,
considering the ACI rejection performance throughout the rest of the spectrum and the power of the
inflicted ICI due to windowing, the Hann window function is distinguished from other candidates
and is chosen in this study to satisfy this apparent need. A similar investigation during the design
of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) system led in favor of the gaussian
minimum shift keying (GMSK) pulse shapes that are inherently non-orthogonal only with a finite
number of symbols around them and SIR degradation is manageable in severe multiple access
multipath channel conditions, instead of other candidates that are ideally orthogonal but suffer
severe SIR degradation once this orthogonality is lost due to multiple access multipath channel [52].
Because of the aforementioned spectral features, Hann windowing similarly converts a complex
ACI problem, with its out-of-band rejection performance comparable to optimum windowing as
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Figure 1.8: The block diagram of the scheme proposed in chapter 4, highlighting the modifications
to the standard receiver structure with dashed blocks (standard transmitter is not modified).
shown in Figure 1.5, to a manageable ICI problem requiring little computational complexity at the
receiver [53, 54].
In chapter 4, we present a novel transceiver algorithm that mitigates the ICI resulting from
Hann windowing. This algorithm performs well regardless of OFDM symbol duration, CP duration
or delay spread. The algorithm is solely a receiver algorithm that can be used to receive the signals
transmitted from a conventional legacy transmitter using any modulation. Therefore the systems
using either of the proposed algorithms are interoperable with future and legacy standards. This
algorithm consists of maximizing SINR first using MRC, afterwards mitigating the ICI using a soft
decision turbo SIC equalizer. Furthermore, the computational complexity of the algorithm is less
than or comparable to [46], while a higher performance is achieved in most conditions. A block
diagram of the proposed method is presented in Figure 1.8.
Our contributions in Chapter 4 are as follows:
• A redundancy free RW-OFDM scheme that outperforms prior art without requiring changes
to the standard frame structure regardless of channel conditions is proposed. The proposed
scheme has high ACI rejection performance at the expense of a structured ICI that can be
resolved without computationally intensive computations.
• A channel estimation technique of Hann RW-OFDM symbols and 5G mobile communication
system pilots is proposed.
• The ICI contribution from and to each subcarrier resulting from application of a Hann window
to a received OFDM signal is derived.
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• MRC coefficients maximizing the SINR of a Hann RW-OFDM receiver as a function of the
ACI, noise power and ICI is derived.
• The ICI contribution from and to each subcarrier resulting from application of MRC is
derived.
• The computational complexity of the proposed scheme is derived.
Up to this point, all discussion takes place on signaling design for single cell, single antenna
systems. There are other things that can be taken into consideration such as cellular structure, thing
that can be done on a multiple accessing level and extensions to multiple antennae. In Chapter 5,
these aspects are discussed and an extension to multiple antenna systems is exemplified.
Multiple antenna systems have been essential part of almost all current wireless systems,
and will be part of any upcoming wireless standard. MIMO systems introduce additional degrees
of freedom that can be utilized to provide diversity, facilitate multiplexing, or enhance secrecy. The
capacity and available degrees of freedom of MIMO systems were thoroughly investigated, and the
studies shows the significant gain that can be achieved [55].
With the expected migration towards higher frequency ranges (i.e., mmWave) in the next
generation networks, another form of MIMO systems is expected to be adopted, namely, hybrid
MIMO. In mmWave a larger number of antennas can be packed into smaller sizes. As promising
as that sounds, that large number imposes a huge load on the system in terms of both software and
hardware. Hybrid MIMO introduces a cost reduction to the system by reducing the number of used
RF chains, where each subset of antennas is derived using a single RF chain [56]. Then, using only
a set of phase-shifters, an analog beamformer is applied for that subset of antennas.
On another hand, in a fully digital or hybrid MIMO, signal precoding raises a computational
complexity issue. The optimization of the precoders usually involve a heavily computational
processes. Moreover, the overhead to transfer the precoding information between the transmitter
and receiver deems this approach unfeasible. In order to avoid both issues, the current wireless
standards rely on codebooks [57]. The predefined codebook reduces complexity by avoiding the
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computational processes. Also, it reduces the overhead as the index of the used precoder is only
information required to be transferred.
A downside of having a predefined codebook is the availability of such information to
the public. This availability can help any malicious node in the system to receiver the data
correctly. This lack of information security goes against the philosophy of next generation networks.
The future networks include some application with highly sensitive information (e.g., remote
surgery). These applications require additional measures for information security, which brings
physical-layer security to the picture. In physical layer security, the unique characteristics of the
communications medium (i.e., channel) is used to protect the data from different malicious attacks
(e.g., eavesdropping) [58].
To this day, the wireless community has been focusing on the design of precoders in
general [59], or codebooks design specifically [60]. Moreover the designed codebooks usually have
a single aim either enhanced achievable rate, better energy efficiency, or lower complexity [61].
Beside the precoding design, artificial noise (AN) insertion approaches are used to provide some
security measures [62]. AN approaches try to balance the trade-off between performance and
security using different noise power allocation algorithms [63].
In Chapter 5, we propose two different approaches to construct an artificial signal. That
artificial signal is designed to realign the codebook-based precoders to the actual MIMO communication channel. Such a design has the following benefits:
• Easy direct implementation that avoids the power allocation optimization required by the AN
insertion algorithms.
• Enhanced performance for the legitimate user by mitigating the mismatch between codebook
precoders and the actual channel.
• Additional layer of secrecy as the transmitted signal is constructed using the channel information of the legitimate user.
• Using the same simple feedback structure, which will keep the adopted reduced overhead.
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To summarize, in this dissertation, we will mostly discuss backward compatible windowing
algorithms that are transparent to the communication counterpart and can be utilized noncooperatively, and demonstrate an example extension of such algorithm carrying similar characteristics to
MIMO systems.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• in Chapter 2: we derive the ACI, ISI and ICI affecting a RW-OFDM system under a timeinvariant MA multipath channel. Accordingly, we propose a SSW duration calculation
algorithm for UL reception that minimizes the combined interference jointly and evaluate the
gains of this algorithm.
• in Chapter 3: we extend the derivations of Chapter 2 to time varying channels and accordingly
propose two more algorithms. First algorithm comprises calculating the optimum window
duration of each RE in a transparent transmitter windowed-orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (TW-OFDM) system computationally efficiently for DL transmission. The
second algorithm comprises calculating the optimum window duration of each RE solely
using received signal statistics in a transparent RW-OFDM system computationally efficiently
at any receiver.
• in Chapter 4: we propose a novel non-redundant transparent non-orthogonal RW-OFDM
technique that does not require any redundancy (CP) and outperforms the previously presented
RW-OFDM algorithms in the case of narrowband time-varying MA multipath low-SNR
telecommunication channels.
• in Chapter 5: we provide our perspective on the possible future research topics in this area,
exemplify this with an extension of this work to codebook- and mechanical beamformer based
MIMO communication systems.
• in Chapter 6: we conclude the presented work.
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Chapter 2: Adaptive Windowing of Insufficient CP for Joint Minimization of ISI and ACI
for Beyond 5G Receivers

A 1-indexed algebra is used in this Chapter3 where I N is the N × N identity matrix,
0 N × M is the N × M zero and 1 N × M is the N × M ones matrix. Conjugate, transpose and
Hermitian operations are denoted by (·)∗ , (·) T and (· )H , respectively. A
product of matrices A and B and A

B is the Hadamard

B denotes the Hadamard division of A to B. X

2

is the

Hadamard product of matrix X with itself. Ea {· } is the expectation operator over variable a.
diag (c1 , c2 , . . . , c N ) represents the N × N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements c1 , c2 , . . . , c N ,
toep ( A, B) denotes the Toeplitz matrix of which first column is A and first row is B, δ (·) is the

Dirac delta function, N µ; σ2 is the normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 , and ./ (·)
is the function that flips a matrix from left to right, i.e., X M,n =./ (X M,N −n+1 ). All properties
existing with subscripts ·u denote that the given matrix or vector is associated with the uth user.
2.1

System Model
Let su ∈ C Mu × Iu denote the modulated data symbols, where Mu is number of uth user’s

data subcarriers and Iu is the number of uth user’s OFDM symbols in a frame. Qu ∈ R Nu × Mu
is uth user’s subcarrier mapping matrix. Au ∈ R Nu +Ku × Nu is uth user’s CP insertion matrix ,
consisting of





 0K ×( Nu −Ku ) IKu 
Au =  u

I Nu

(2.1)

3Part of this chapter was published in [64] and patented [65, 66]. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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in case of no transmitter windowing where Ku is the number of CP samples. The CP removal and
windowing matrix B Lw

n,i,u

∈ R Nu × Nu +Ku is shown as





w
0 Nu − Lw × Lw
I Nu − Lw
0 Nu − Lw
n,i,u × Ku − Ln,i,u
n,i,u
n,i,u
n,i,u
B Lw = 
n,i,u
0 Lw × K u − Lw
diag (./ (Wn,i,u )) 0 Lw × Nu − Lw
n,i,u

n,i,u

n,i,u

n,i,u

0 Nu − Lw

w

n,i,u × Ln,i,u

diag (Wn,i,u )


 , (2.2)

where Lw
n,i,u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Ku } is the taper length of either side of the window in number
of samples, used for the reception of the nth subcarrier of ith OFDM symbol of uth user


1× Lw
w
n,i,u
and Wn,i,u ∈ R
, the receiver window coefficients, are calculated using W k; Ln,i,u =



, k = 1, 2, . . . , Lw
0.5 1 + cos Lwπk+1
n,i,u , which generates raised cosine window coeffin,i,u

cients using taper length instead of roll-off. Note that for Lw
n,i,u = 0, eq. (2.2) simplifies to


B0 = 0 N ×K I N , which is the CP removal matrix without windowing.
u

hi,u ∈

u

u

C1× Lu

denotes the CIR invariant during reception of the corresponding OFDM

symbol where Lu is the MED uth user experiences in number of samples, which is obtained by
q
hi,u (k ) = Pu 1−αLuu αku v (k) where Pu is the received power of uth user’s signal, αu is the exponen1− α u

tial decay rate of uth user’s channel and v (k ) ∈ C1× Lu ∼ CN (0, 1) ∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Lu − 1} [67].
Nu +Ku × Nu +Ku is the linear channel convolution matrix bounded to one symbol duThen, hconv
i,u ∈ C

T 
!
N ×1
ration, where hconv
hi,u 01× Nu +Ku − Lu , hi,u (0) 01× Nu +Ku −1 . Hi,u ∈ C u
i,u = toep

is the channel frequency response (CFR) of uth user’s ith OFDM symbol, which can be calculated

T
√
as Hi,u = Nu Fu hi,u 01× Nu − Lu . Let us define the ISI free condition as
(2.3)

.
K u − Lw
n,i,u ≥ Lu , ∀ n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nu }

Assume desired OFDM symbol is the dth OFDM symbol of 0th user. Let us first assume the
absence of the interfering users and eq. (2.3) is satisfied. In this case the product B Lw hconv
d,0 A0
:,d,0
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N0 × N0 shown as
results in the perfect circular channel convolution matrix hcirc
d,0 ∈ C

hcirc
i,u = toep


hi,u

T 

!
. (2.4)
hi,u (1 : Lu − 1) 01× Nu − Lu
01× Nu − Lu , hi,u (0) ./

H
N × N denotes the normalFurthermore, F0 B Lw hconv
d,0 A0 F0 results in diag ( Hd,0 ), where Fu ∈ C
:,d,0

ized FFT matrix uth user uses in the generation and reception of OFDM symbols. Hence, ignoring
H
the noise, the received symbols y:,d,0 ∈ C N0 ×1 , where y:,d,0 = F0 B Lw hconv
d,0 A0 F0 Qu s:,d,0 =
:,d,0

diag ( Hd,0 ) s:,d,0 = Hd,0

s:,d,0 . y:,d,0 is equalized using zero forcing (ZF) equalization [68] via a

similar Hadamard division by CFR to obtain the symbol estimates ŝ:,d,0 ∈ C N0 ×1 :
H

ŝ:,d,0 = Qu y:,d,0

(2.5)


Ĥd,0 ,

where Ĥd,0 is the desired OFDM symbol’s CFR estimated at the receiver.
In this work, although there would be residual ISI as eq. (2.3) is invalid, equalization will
still be performed as in eq. (2.5) and no interference cancellation technique other than receiver
windowing is applied to reduce the ACI and residual ISI. In the scenario of interest, the received
signal consists of the distorted desired signal and interference from other signals, including ISI
from the previous symbol, and ACI from signals in adjacent bands. The aim of this study is to
minimize the aggregation of the distortion of desired signal and interference.
The distortion of the desired signal can be calculated by calculating the difference between
the signal that would have been received if eq. (2.3) was satisfied, and the actual received signal.
If eq. (2.3) was satisfied, the channel convolution matrix would have been perfectly circular, and
H
received signal would be y:,d,0 = F0 hcirc
d,0 F0 Qu s:,d,0 . Then, the difference between the perfect and

effective circular channel convolution matrices when CP is added using eq. (2.1) and removed
Nu × Nu , which is hdist = B w hconv A − hcirc .
using eq. (2.2), forms the distortion matrix hdist
L
d,0 ∈ C
d,0
n;i

Hence, the distortion in the nth subcarrier of the desired OFDM symbol is found as ydist
n,d,0 =
H
F0 hdist
d,0 F0 Qu s:,d,0 .
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The ISI and ACI from all other signals are calculated by projecting samples of each received
OFDM symbol to the corresponding samples of the desired OFDM symbol in this asynchronous
scenario. Each received OFDM symbol affects a total of

∆ f0
∆ fu

( Nu + Ku + ( Lu − 1)) time samples.

The channel output, including the CIR filter tail, is calculated by left multiplying the transmit
∆ f0

∆ fu
samples with hfull
i,u ∈ C

( Nu +Ku +( Lu −1))× Nu +Ku

hfull
i,u = toep
∆ f0

where R ∈ C ∆ fu


hi,u

( Nu +Ku )× Nu +Ku

, where

T 
!
R,
01× Nu +Ku −1 , hi,u (0) 01× Nu +Ku −1
∆ f0

is any resampling transform4. Let ti,u ∈ R ∆ fu

(2.6)

( Nu +Ku +( Lu −1))×1

denote the time indices of the received samples that contains energy from the samples of the ith
OFDM symbol of uth user. Then, a projection matrix Πi,u;d,0 ∈ R

∆f

N0 +K0 × ∆ f u0 ( Nu +Ku +( Lu −1))

is

formed such that the misaligned, asynchronous samples are projected onto the received symbol:

Πi,u;d,0 ( g, j) =




1

, td,0 ( g) = ti,u ( j)



0

, o.w.

(2.7)

Thus, the aggregate interference on the nth subcarrier of the desired symbol is found as:
dist
yint
n,d,0 = yn,d,0 +

∑∑

u i
{i,u}6={d,0}

H
F0 B Lw Πi,u;d,0 hfull
i,u Au Fu Qu s:,i,u
n,d,0

(2.8)

Using this formulation, the instantaneous interference power is calculated easily if all
parameters are known. However, practically, information symbols of all users are unknown at the
time of reception, and an estimate of the expected interference power is needed. To calculate this
value, the following statistical conjecture is used:
Conjecture 1. The symbols transmitted using any subcarrier of any OFDM symbol of any user are
n
o
independent from each other and the used modulation is unit average power, i.e., E sn,i,u s∗n0 ,i0 ,u0 =
δ (n − n0 ) δ (i − i0 ) δ (u − u0 ) ∀n, n0 , i, i0 , u, u0 .
4In the numerical verification of this work, sampling rates are matched using Fourier interpolation, implying a
Dirichlet kernel.
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Conjecture 1 implies that, for practical number of subcarriers, the variance of their sum
is the sum of their variances by the law of large numbers [69]. Each column of FH contains the
phase rotation of a normal random variable and the sum of variances of all columns yields the total
interference power contributed to the symbol. Thus, the expected aggregate interference to the nth
received subcarrier of the desired user is given in the nth column of


2 T
 int
dist H
Es P:,d,0 = 11× N F0 hd,0 F0


2 T
full
H
+ ∑ ∑ 11× N F0 B Lw Πi,u;d,0 hi,u Au Qu Fu

(2.9)

n,d,0

u i
{i,u} 6={d,0}

where the nth column of 11× N X T contains the sum of all elements in the nth row of X.
2.2

Proposed Method
The receiver is to solve either of

Es Pint
n,d,u

(2.10)

ˆ
Lavs
n,u = arg min

 
Ei Es Pint
n,i,u

(2.11)

ˆ
Lfix
d,u = arg min

 
En Es Pint
n,d,u

(2.12)

ˆ
Lavf
u = arg min

  
Ei En Es Pint
n,i,u

(2.13)

Lw
n,i,u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Ku }

(2.14)

ˆ
LSSW
n,i,u = arg min
Lw
n,d,u
Lw
n,i,u

Lw
n,d,u
Lw

n,i,u

subject to
to find
1. optimal SSWs lengths for known CIRs
2. average SSW lengths depending on users’ PDPs

3. optimal window length for conventional “fixed” receiver windowing using the same window
lengths for all subcarriers for known CIRs
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4. average fixed length depending on users’ PDPs
where required computational complexity decreases along with performance as we get to the
bottom of the options. The solutions to window length calculations are not provided but performance gain will be shown.
4Lw +
∑ Lw ∈ LSSW
ˆ
ˆ \ Lfix
i

N
2

Provided the solutions are known, SSW requires additional

log2 N multiplications and ∑


ˆ
ˆ \ Lfix
Lw ∈ LSSW
i

(2Lw + N log2 N ) additions

on top of fixed windowing, due to additional overlapping (first terms) and FFT operations (second
terms).
2.3

Numerical Verification
A system with the following parameters was simulated to demonstrate the gains of the

proposed algorithm. αu , CIRs and time offset between users are randomized at each run. Ĥi,u =
n
o
Hi,u ∀i, u and Ei hi,u hi∗−∆i,u = Pu δ (∆i ). P−1 = P1 always, and are equal to 2P0 in the
remaining figures except Figure 2.6. There is no guard band between any user, first subcarrier
of the user with narrower bandwidth is located at the first null of the adjacent user’s edge-most
subcarrier. 2∆ f −1 = ∆ f 0 = ∆ f 1 /2, where user indices distinguishes their order in the spectrum.
The rest of the variables are given in the sampling rate of user 0. N{−1,0,1} = {512, 256, 128},
M{−1,0,1} = {123, 127, 31}, and K{−1,0,1} = {36, 18, 9} whereas L{−1,0,1} = {64, 32, 16}. The
post-equalization expected aggregate interference for unknown signals and the actual interference
for known signals for a single realization of the aforementioned setup is shown in Figure 2.1. The
expected interference calculations are accurate in determining the actual interference, but a slight
mismatch occurs due to dependance of ACI on interfering users’ signals.
The ISI power (consisting of both the distortion of the symbol in interest and the leakage from
preceding symbol of desired), ACI power and the combined interference power at the subcarriers
of the desired signal are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. In case of a single realization shown in
Figure 2.2, the dependency to the instantaneous channels of interfering users can be observed by
the power offset at edge subcarriers although both interferers have the same transmit powers. As the
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Figure 2.1: Post-equalization Es Pint
n,d,0 and Pn,d,0 ( s ) for a realization, for Ln,d,0 = 0∀ n.
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Figure 2.2: One realization of pre-window interference power in desired user’s signal.
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Figure 2.3: Pre-window interference power in desired user’s signal.
results are averaged over many realizations as shown in Figure 2.3, ISI becomes uniform throughout
the subcarriers and ACI becomes stronger at edges and weaker in inner subcarriers.
The results of the grid search for optimal SSW length satisfying eq. (2.10) are shown in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for the same realization depicted in Figure 2.4, which agrees with channel
dependency of optimal SSW lengths. As shown in Figure 2.5, longer window lengths are required
at edge subcarriers.
SIR gain of receivers with Lw
n,i,u =

n

ˆ
ˆ
ˆfix SSW
ˆ
SSW
ˆ
avf
avs
ˆ
Lfix
i −1,u , Lu , Li,u , Ln,i −1,u , Ln,u , Ln,i,u

o

over no win-

dowing for different interferer power offsets is presented in Figure 2.6. SSW guarantees higher gain
than fixed windowing with current and average optimal length, and outdated lengths become robust
as interferers become more powerful. Most carriers are still windowed efficiently albeit fluctuations
around the expected interference trend with outdated CIRs and PDPs, but the performance recedes
compared to current lengths due to the non-optimal windowing as the CIRs of all users may have
changed drastically.
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Chapter 3: Extensionless Adaptive Transmitter and Receiver Windowing of Beyond 5G
Frames

The following notation is used throughout this Chapter5: (·)T , (·)∗ and (·)H denote the
transpose, conjugate and Hermitian operations, A [ a, b] is the element in the ath row and bth
column of matrix A, A [ a, :] and A [:, b] are each row and column vectors containing the ath row and

T
T
T
bth column of matrix A, respectively, vec ( A) = A [:, 1] A [:, 2] . . . is the vectorization
operator, A

B and A

B correspond to Hadamard multiplication and division of matrices A and

B and A by B, 0 A× B denotes matrices of zeros with A rows and B columns, CN µ, σ2 represents

complex Gaussian random processes with mean µ and variance σ2 , #S denotes the cardinality of
√
set S, Ex {y} is the expected value of random vector y with respect to variable x, and  = −1.
3.1

System Model
In this chapter, we assume that there is a node, referred to as the gNB, that conveys

information to all other nodes in the system and all other nodes aim to convey information solely to
the gNB during processes referred to as DL and UL, respectively. There are U nodes other than the
gNB, hereinafter referred to as UEs, sharing a total bandwidth B to communicate with the gNB using
OFDM. Each UE u samples this whole band band using an Nu -point FFT, such that the frequency
spacing between the points at the FFT output becomes ∆ f u = B/ Nu . The quantity ∆ f u is referred to
as the subcarrier spacing of UE u. Bi-directional communication takes place in a TDD fashion and
frequency division multiple accessing (FDMA) is used for multiple accessing; UEs solely receive
and do not transmit during gNB’s transmission, i.e. DL, whereas all UEs transmit simultaneously in
adjacent but non-overlapping frequency bands in the UL. UL is assumed to take place before DL and
is crucial to the work, but we focus on modeling the details of the DL necessary for the proposed
5Part of this chapter was published in [70] and patented [71]. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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methods for sake of brevity, while necessary details regarding UL are provided in numerical
verification. The data of each UE u is conveyed in Mu consecutive subcarriers of Lu consecutive
OFDM symbols, with contiguous indices { Mu,1 , . . . , Mu,Mu } out of the possible Nu , while the
remaining subcarriers are left empty for use by other UEs. Although the algorithms presented and
performed analysis are directly compatible with OFDMA, for the sake of simplifying the notation
throughout this work, we assume pure FDMA, that is, Lu1 Nu1 = Lu2 Nu2 , ∀u1 , u2 ∈ N∗≤U .
Symbols known by receiving nodes, commonly referred to as pilot or demodulation reference signal (DMRS), are transmitted in some REs for time synchronization and channel estimation
purposes in both UL and DL. The DMRS transmitted to UE u are contained in the sparse matrix
Pu ∈ C Mu × Lu . The SC data symbols transmitted to UE u are contained in D u ∈ C Mu × Lu , of
which nonzero elements do not overlap with that of Pu .
A CP of length Ku samples is appended to the each time domain OFDM symbol to mitigate
multipath propagation and prevent ISI, where Ku / Lu equals to the same constant for all UEs of the
network and is referred to as the CP rate. The OFDM symbol samples, preceded their respective
CP samples to be broadcasted to all users can be obtained as

U

x̆ =





 0Ku ×( Nu −Ku ) I Ku 

 F Nu Qu (Pu + D u ),
I Nu

∑ vec 

u=1

(3.1)

where x̆ ∈ C( Nu +Ku ) Lu ×1, ∀u is the basic baseband sample sequence, Qu ∈ R Nu × Mu is the
resource mapping matrix of uth UE that maps the data elements to the scheduled resources, and
F Nu ∈ C Nu × Nu is the normalized Nu -point FFT matrix. Some CP samples may also be used for
transmitter windowing to limit the OOB emission as described in [44, 46]. Different transmitter
window durations may be utilized for each RE to be transmitted to each UE. The transmitter window
Mu × L u
durations associated with uth UE’s REs are given in T u ∈ N≤
and calculated according to
Ku

Subsection 3.2.1. Let x ∈ C((Ku +Nu ) Lu )×1 denote the per-RE transmitter windowed baseband
sample sequence, calculated computationally efficiently as described in Subsection 3.2.1.
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The waveform is then transmitted over the multiple access multipath channel. The complex
channel gain of the cluster that arrives at the uth UE at the tth sample after a delay of τ samples is
denoted by the complex coefficient hu,τ,t . We assume that these channel gains are normalized such
h
i
t − ∆ −1
that Et ∑τ=0 t,u |hu,τ,t |2 = 1 and that they vary at each sample instant where the mobility of
each UE is independent of all others. Then, the tth sample received at uth UE is written as

yu [t] = ñ +

t−∆t,u −1

√
γu

∑

hu,τ,t x [t − ∆t,u − τ ] , t ∈ N∗ ,

(3.2)

τ=0

where x [t] B 0, ∀t ∈ N>(Ku +Nu ) Lu ∪ Z− , ñ ∼ CN (0, 1) is the background additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), γu is the overall SNR of uth UE and ∆t,u is the propagation delay
for uth UE in number of samples. Each UE then synchronizes to their signal by correlating the
received samples with samples generated only using their Pu and estimates ∆ˆt,u [72]. The samples
estimated to contain uth UE’s lth OFDM symbol and its corresponding CP is denoted by vector


yl,u ∈ C(Ku +Nu )×1 , where yl,u [s] = yu (l − 1) ( Nu + Ku ) + ∆ˆt,u + s , s ∈ N∗≤(Ku +Nu ) . Before
the receiver windowing operations are performed, uth UE first performs regular OFDM reception
and calculates the received SC symbols from the OFDM symbol samples as

Y u [:, l, 0] =

QuT F Nu




0 Nu ×Ku I Nu yl,u ,

(3.3)

where the first plane of Y u ∈ C Mu × Lu ×(Ku +1) are the received base SC symbols. Each UE uses a
different receiver window duration to receive each RE. The receiver window durations associated
Mu × L u
with uth UE’s REs are given in Ru ∈ N≤
and are calculated according to Subsection 3.2.2,
Ku

wherein also the calculation of the receiver windowed SC symbols Ŷ u ∈ C Mu × Lu are demonstrated.
CFR coefficients at DMRS locations are first estimated as

H̆ u [m, l ] = Ŷ u [m, l ]

Pu [m, l ]

(3.4)
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using nonzero elements of Pu . Then, a transform domain channel estimator [73, (33)] is applied
and estimated CIRs are reduced to their first Ku coefficients. The CIR coefficients of non-pilot
carrying symbols are interpolated and extrapolated [74], and all CFR coefficient estimates Ĥ u are
obtained [73, (33)]. Finally, data symbols are equalized as described in [75] for nonzero elements
of Du and the received symbols are estimated as

D̂u =

Ŷ u

∗

Ĥ u

σ̂ 2n,u + Ĥ u

∗

Ĥ u

,

(3.5)

where σ̂ 2n,u ∈ R Mu × Lu is the variance estimated by uth UE for noise, various interference sources
and other disruptions.
3.2

Proposed Method
The idea proposed in this work involves determination of T u and Ru for all UEs that

maximizes the fair-proportional network capacity. Because these concepts are implemented independently, they are discussed separately.
3.2.1

Estimation of Optimum Transmitter Window Durations
This subsubsection first discusses efficient differential calculation of per-RE transmitter

windowed samples to prove the optimum transmitter window durations calculations feasible. The
optimization metric, fair proportional network capacity, is then defined. An algorithm to effectively
maximize the fair proportional network capacity is provided. Finally, the computational complexity
of the provided algorithm is calculated and discussed.
3.2.1.1

Converting Conventional CP-OFDM Samples to Per-RE TW-OFDM Samples
The transmit pulse shape of the mth subcarrier of lth OFDM symbol to be transmitted to UE

u in accordance with T u [m, l ] is contained in the vector t m,l,u ∈ R(Ku +Nu +Tu )×1 of which indexing
is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 and is calculated per [46] to contain the energy of that subcarrier
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Figure 3.1: Indexing of t within a demonstration of how transmitter windowed samples are
generated by overlapping scaled CP of current and CS of preceding OFDM symbols of which
indices are given in the subscripts.
within the band assigned to the UE. Investigating (3.1), if no transmitter windowing is applied, i.e.
the generation of a regular CP-OFDM sample sequence x̆, the contribution from the symbol in the
mth subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth user to the k ≤ Ku th sample of that OFDM symbol
√
is exp (− 2πMu,m (k − KU − 1) / Nu ) ( D u [m, l ] + Pu [m, l ]) / Nu . If transmitter windowing
is applied to the RE in interest, the contribution at k ≤ T u [m, l ]th sample would instead become



2πMu,m (k−1−KU )
t m,l,u [k] exp − 
(3.6)
(D u [m, l] + Pu [m, l])
Nu

 √

2πMu,m (k−1)
+ t m,l,u [k + Nu + Ku ] exp − 
(D u [m, l − 1] + Pu [m, l − 1]) / Nu
Nu


2πMu,m (k−1)



exp − 
Nu
2πMu,m KU
√
=
t m,l,u [k] exp 
(D u [m, l] + Pu [m, l])
Nu
Nu

+ t m,l,u [k + Nu + Ku ] (D u [m, l − 1] + Pu [m, l − 1]) .
Noting that t m,l,u [k ] B 1 − t m,l,u [k + Nu + Ku ] , ∀k ∈ Z+≤ Nu +Ku [44, 46], the k ≤ Tu [m, l ]th
sample of uth user’s lth OFDM symbol’s per-RE transmitter windowed mth subcarrier can be
converted from that generated using a conventional CP-OFDM procedure as
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x [(l − 1) (Nu + Ku ) + k] = x̆ [(l − 1) (Nu + Ku ) + k]

+

t m,l,u [k+Nu +Ku ] exp
√

−

Nu

2πMu,m (k−1)
Nu





(D u [m, l − 1] + Pu [m, l − 1])


KU
− exp  2πMNu,m
l]
+
P
l])
.
(D
[m,
[m,
u
u
u


(3.7)
x can be obtained by converting all Tu [m, l ] samples of x̆ to per-RE transmitter windowed samples,
and this is implied in all further references to eq. (3.7).
3.2.1.2

Estimation of Fair Proportional Network Capacity
In order to estimate the optimum transmitter window durations, the gNB first estimates the

SINR and corresponding capacity for each RE of each user prior to transmission, calculates the fair
proportional network capacity, and tries to increase it iteratively. The samples to be received at the
uth UE are first estimated as
t −1

ŷu [t] =

∑ ĥu,τ,t x [t − τ ] , t ∈ N∗≤(Ku +Nu )Lu ,

(3.8)

τ=0

where ĥu,τ,t are the CIR coefficient predictions [74] at the gNB prior to transmission6. The
samples are regrouped accordingly to Lu groups of Ku + Nu samples each and receiver processed
as described in Section 3.1, that is, CPs are removed from all symbols, FFTs are applied, and
receiver windowing is performed if the gNB is aware that the receiver in current interest does
so. Results for various cases of receiver windowing are provided in Section 3.3, but for the sake
of brevity, we assume that the gNB assumes none of the UEs perform receiver windowing in the
remainder of this subsubsection. The gNB estimate at the FFT output, Ỹ u ∈ C Mu × Lu , is formulated
as

Ỹ u [m, l ] = H̃ u [m, l ] Du [m, l ] + D̃u [m, l ] ,

(3.9)

where H̃ u [m, l ] is the CFR coefficient prediction of the mth subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol
of uth user, the first term inside parentheses is due to the data itself, and the second term inside
6 ĥu,τ,t inherits

√

γu in the channel estimation phase.
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parentheses shown as D̃u is the cumulative ACI, ICI and ISI. Note that since the source samples for
all these effects are summed with that of data at the gNB and are passed through the same channel,
this cumulative disruption is also scaled with the same channel gain. Accordingly, the number
of bits that can be conveyed in the actual noisy transmission channel using the data carrying mth
subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth UE is [76]

η̆u [m, l ] = log2
= log2

1+
1+

H̃ u [m, l ]
1 + H̃ u [m, l ]

2

2

!

D̃u [m, l ]

H̃ u [m, l ]

2

2

1 + Ỹ u [m, l ] − H̃ u [m, l ] Du [m, l ]

!
2

.

(3.10)

If the RE under investigation is scheduled to use a certain modulation and coding scheme (MCS)
to carry bu [m, l ] bits, (3.10) is in fact capped as

ηu [m, l ] = min (bu [m, l ] , η̆u [m, l ]) .

(3.11)

The mean number of bits conveyable to uth UE per RE is
η̄u = E[ {m}]E[ {l }]ηu [m, l ],

(3.12)

and we define the fair proportional network capacity as the geometric mean of the mean capacities
of all UEs in the network

v
uU
u
U
η= t
∏ η̄u .

(3.13)

u=1

3.2.1.3

Optimum Transmitter Window Duration Estimation Algorithm
Given the discrete nature of possible window durations in digital pulse shaping and the lack

of a relation between window duration and amount of interference incurred on a victim subcarrier
for optimum window functions used in this work [46] for the time-varying multipath multiple
access channel, an analytical solution to this multivariate integer optimization problem with such a
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nonlinear utility function is not obvious at the time of writing. The choice of transmitter window
duration of any RE must balance the SINR degradation to the REs caused by induced ISI, and
the SINR improvement to all other REs, particularly those of other UEs. The transmitter window
duration affects the whole network, hence, must be calculated keeping the whole network in mind,
meaning (3.13) must be calculated and optimized at the gNB prior to transmission. However,
explicitly calculating eqs. (3.7) to (3.13) every time for each RE is computationally exhaustive. The
aforementioned equations are provided to provide the necessary understanding, but the following
equations will be used in the computationally efficient estimation of optimum transmitter window
durations. Consider that we wish to test whether setting the transmitter window duration of the


˙ OFDM symbol of u̇th user to T u̇ ṁ, l˙ improves the fair
RE in the ṁth subcarrier of the lth
proportional network capacity or not. Assume the transmitter windowed samples are calculated
per (3.7). To keep expressions clear, let us refer to the difference in the kth CP sample in interest
per (3.7) as
ẋk B x








l˙ − 1 ( Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k − x̆ l˙ − 1 ( Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k

2πMu̇,ṁ (k−1)
t ṁ,l,˙ u̇ [k+Nu̇ +Ku̇ ] exp − 
Nu̇
√
Nu̇


=

(3.14)









D u̇ ṁ, l˙ − 1 + Pu̇ ṁ, l˙ − 1
(3.15)






2πMu̇,ṁ KU̇
− exp  Nu̇
D u̇ ṁ, l˙ + Pu̇ ṁ, l˙
.

The next step is to regenerate (3.9) for all UEs. However, as the number of changed symbols
is limited, whole sample sequences do not need regeneration, but only the received samples that are
affected by the changed samples, and fall into a valid receiver window must be recalculated. For
example, assuming a conventional rectangular receiver window is utilized at the receivers, which
will be assumed in the rest of this subsection, any changes to CP samples will be discarded as they


fall outside the receiver window, hence need not be calculated. In this case, first T u̇ ṁ, l˙ modified
samples that the channel would leak into the symbol duration must be calculated for each UE, and
the kth sample (per indexing of Figure 3.1) of the transmitter windowed received sample sequence
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yu y
cu can be written as


yu y
cu



l˙ − 1 (Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k =

Ku

∑ ĥu,τ,(l˙−1)(Nu̇ +Ku̇ )+k x





l˙ − 1 (Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k − τ (3.16)

τ=0
Ku

=

∑ ĥu,τ,(l˙−1)(Nu̇ +Ku̇ )+k

x̆






l˙ − 1 (Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k − τ + ẋk−τ

τ=0

= ŷu





l˙ − 1 (Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k +

Ku

∑

τ=k− T u̇ [ṁ,l˙]

ĥu,τ,(l˙−1)(Nu̇ +Ku̇ )+k ẋk−τ .

Let us similarly refer to the difference in the kth relevant (belonging to the OFDM symbol affected
by the windowing operation) sample to be received by the uth UE as

ẏu,k = yu y
cu








l˙ − 1 ( Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k − ŷu l˙ − 1 ( Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k

Ku

=

∑

τ=k− T u̇ [ṁ,l˙]

ĥu,τ,(l˙−1)( Nu̇ +Ku̇ )+k ẋk−τ .

(3.17)
(3.18)

The FFT outputs also only need to be updated for a few samples and taking the FFT of the
whole OFDM symbol is not necessary. Using the previously calculated received symbol estimates,
if there is an update to symbol estimate in the mth subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth
user, the new symbol can be estimated by adding the contribution from the updated samples and
removing the contribution from the original samples as
Ku +T u̇ [ṁ,l˙]

fu [m, l ] = Ỹ u [m, l ] +
Y uY

∑

k=Ku +1



2πMu,m (k−Ku −1)
exp 
Nu
√
ẏu,k .
Nu

(3.19)

The difference in the updated symbol estimate in uth user’s lth OFDM symbol’s mth subcarrier
due to the proposed window is denoted by

fu [m, l ] − Ỹ u [m, l ]
Ẏu,l,m = Y u Y


Ku +T u̇ [ṁ,l˙] exp  2πMu,m (k−Ku −1)
Nu
√
=
ẏu,k .
∑
Nu
k=Ku +1

(3.20)
(3.21)
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Accordingly, new channel capacity becomes


ηu ηeu [m, l] = log2 1 +

= log2

1+

H̃ u [m, l]



2

fu [m, l] − H̃ u [m, l] Du [m, l]
1 + Y uY
H̃ u [m, l]

(3.22a)



2

2

!

1 + Ẏu,l,m + Ỹ u [m, l] − H̃ u [m, l] Du [m, l]

2

.

(3.22b)

Note that the term Ỹ u [m, l ] − H̃ u [m, l ] Du [m, l ] was previously calculated in (3.10) and the
introduced difference term can simply be added to the previously calculated sum. Notice that the
capacities of only the RE of which transmit pulses overlap with that of the RE under investigation
are changed, and only these need to be compared. Accordingly, assuming that the MCSs are not
decided yet, it is to the network’s advantage to transmitter window the RE under investigation with
the according window duration if the following is positive:
U

η∆ = ∏

u=1

Mu

∑ ηeηu

m=1



 ˙ !
U
lNu̇
m,
−∏
Nu
u=1

Mu

∑ η̆u

m=1



 ˙ !
lNu̇
m,
.
Nu

(3.23)

Or if the MCSs are already decided, η∆ becomes
  ˙ !
 ˙ 
lNu̇
lNu̇
, ηe
ηu m,
η∆ = ∏ ∑ min bu m,
Nu
Nu
u=1 m=1
   ˙ 
  ˙ !
Mu
U
lNu̇
lNu̇
− ∏ ∑ min bu m,
, η̆u m,
.
Nu
Nu
u=1 m=1
U

Mu





(3.24)

Consequently, Algorithm 1 is proposed to iteratively calculate the optimum transmitter windowing duration at the gNB. The variable introduced in Algorithm 1, λu ∈ R Mu × Lu , corresponds
to the excess SNR of the RE if MCSs are determined, or to the SNR of the RE if not. On par with the
motivation behind Algorithm 1, the REs that have higher excess SNR are more likely to have longer
windowing durations resulting in more significant overall interference reduction before those with
lesser impact are pursued. Since there is no additional extension to CP, which is currently designed
only to support the multipath channel, all REs are assumed to have a zero transmitter windowing
duration initially. The duration is incremented instead of a binary search as the expected window
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Algorithm 1: Estimate T u , ∀u ∈ N∗≤U & Calculate x
1: T u ← 0, ∀u ∈ N+
≤U
2: x̆ ← (3.1)
3: for all u ∈ N∗≤U , τ ∈ N≤Ku , t
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

∈ N∗≤( Nu +Ku ) Lu do
Predict DL CIRs h̃u,τ,t and CFRs H̃ u
for all u ∈ N∗≤U , m ∈ N∗≤ Mu , l ∈ N∗≤ Lu do
Calculate eqs. (3.8) to (3.10)
λu [m, l ] ← (3.10)
if MCSs fixed then
λu [m, l ] ← λu [m, l ] − bu [m, l ]
for ṁ, l,˙ u̇ ← arg max λu [m, l ] , arg min λu [m, l ] do
m,l,u

m,l,u
˙
for T u̇ ṁ, l ← 1, Ku do
η∆ ← (3.23) or (3.24)
if η∆ > 0 then
for all u ∈ N∗≤U , m ∈ N∗≤ Mu do
h l ˙ mi
h l ˙ mi
lNu̇
u̇
← ηe
ηu m, lN
η̆u m, Nu
Nu
else 



T u̇ ṁ, l˙ ← T u̇ ṁ, l˙ − 1


if T u̇ ṁ, l˙ > 0 then
for all k ∈ N∗
do
≤ T ṁ,l˙

 u̇ [ ]

x̆ l˙ − 1 ( Nu̇ + Ku̇ ) + k ← (3.7)
break
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durations are short and calculation of shorter durations are computationally less exhaustive as will
be described in paragraph 3.2.1.4. The algorithm is provided in a recursive manner for brevity,
but the equations invoked by (3.23)/(3.24). It should also be noted that Algorithm 1 runs only at
the gNB which virtually has no computational complexity and power limitations while the UEs are
unaware of the process and are not passed any information. This makes Algorithm 1 forward and
backward compatible with all communication standards.
3.2.1.4

Computational Complexity
Channel prediction, and mean SNR and capacity estimation for each user is assumed to

be performed for link adaptation purposes [74] regardless of Algorithm 1 and is not considered
in the computational complexity of proposed algorithm. There are many computational complexity reducing implementation tricks used in paragraph 3.2.1.3. The computational complexity
of the algorithm is derived by counting the number of operations performed for each step and
how many times those steps were invoked. Table 3.1 shows the number of real additions and
multiplications required to test whether windowing an RE at the transmitter with a duration of
T is beneficial, i.e. executing line 12 of Algorithm 1, how many times each equation is invoked, and the total number of necessary operations. It is shown that each test requires (3.25)
real additions and (3.26) real multiplications. Accordingly determining the optimum transmitter window durations for all REs in the transport block, and windowing the sample sequence


min( T u [m,l ]+1,Ku )
Lu
Mu
accordingly results in ∑U
2T
m,
l
+
(3.25)
real additions and
[
]
∑
∑
∑
u
u=1 l=1 m=1
T=1
L

M

min( T u [m,l ]+1,Ku )

u
u
∑U
u=1 ∑l=1 ∑m=1 ∑ T=1

(3.26) real multiplications. Other than this, Algorithm 1 also

needs the calculate the fair proportional network capacity for the nonwindowed case, requiring
∑U
u=1 ( Mu − 1) Lu real additions, and max Lu real multiplications if there are only 2 different
subcarrier spacings or 32 max Lu real multiplications if all three subcarrier spacing possibilities for
the band is used. Statistics regarding the distribution of T and according number of calculations for
the evaluated scenarios are provided in Section 3.3. Regarding the timewise complexity, it should
be noted that the calculation can be done in parallel for the min Lu independent symbol groups, and
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Table 3.1: Computational complexity of each call to to (3.23)/(3.24)
Eq.
(3.15)
(3.18)
(3.21)
(3.22b)
(3.23)
/(3.24)

#Add
6T
2T 2
4T − 2
3

#Mult.
10T
2T 2 + 2T
4T
3

#Inv.
1
U
U
∑u=1 Mu
∑U
u=1 Mu

1 + ∑U
u=1 ( Mu − 1)

U−1

1

2UT 2 + T

U

4 ∑ Mu + 6

!

u=1

Total

2UT 2
U

+T

2U + 4 ∑ Mu + 10
u=1

U

+2

∑

u =1

!

U

Mu + 1 − U

+U+3
(3.25)

∑

Mu − 1

u =1

(3.26)

therefore the worst-case time complexity of the described computationally efficient implementation

is O ∑u Mu Ku2 , whereas a more operation count- and memory-wise exhaustive implementation
can complete in O (max (Ku ) + max ( Mu )), which may be feasible at the gNB. Further operational and timewise computational complexity reduction can be obtained if the Algorithm is only
run for a subset of subcarriers such as [45].
3.2.2

Estimation of Optimum Receiver Window Durations
A theoretical approach requiring knowledge regarding channel conditions of at least the

UEs utilizing adjacent bands was proposed in [64]. Although the approach in [64] is theoretically
optimal, it is not feasible for use especially in the DL due to the extent of required data (at least
PDPs, or better yet, CIRs between the transmitters of signals occupying adjacent bands and the
receiver) at the UEs. In this work, we propose calculating receiver window duration solely using
the statistics of the received signal. Sole dependence on statistics allows each UE to perform their
own estimation in a decentralized manner without the need for network-wide channel and data
knowledge required in [64]. Since calculations are done only by the intended receiver and receiver
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windowing only affects the SINR of the RE that the operation is applied to, there is no need to convey
any information to and from other nodes and maximization of fair-proportional network capacity is
achieved by independently maximizing the capacity of each RE. This makes the proposed algorithm
backward and forward compatible with any communication standard and protocol. Furthermore,
computationally efficient receiver windowing of OFDM symbols for multiple receiver window
durations are discussed and the computational complexity of the proposed technique is derived.
3.2.2.1

Converting Conventionally Received CP-OFDM Symbols to Per-RE RW-OFDM Symbols
Assume uth UE uses the receiver windowing pulse shape r m,l,u ∈ R( Nu +Ku )×1 of which

indexing is shown in Figure 3.2 calculated according to [46] to reject the energy outside the UE’s
band with a receiver windowing duration of Ru [m, l ] to receive the mth subcarrier of lth OFDM
symbol. As also discussed in [46], a visual investigation of Figure 3.2 reveals that the analyzed
receiver windowed single carrier symbols differ from that of the FFT output by the last Ru [m, l ]
samples. The contribution from the s ∈ N∗Ku <s≤Ku +Nu th sample to the FFT output, if windowing
√
is not performed, is, yl,u [s] exp ( 2πMu,m (s − Ku − 1) / Nu ) / Nu . If windowing is applied,
for s ∈ N∗Nu <s≤Ku +Nu , the contribution instead becomes




yl,u [s] r m,l,u [s] + yl,u [s − Nu ] r m,l,u [s − Nu ]

 exp



2πMu,m (s−Ku −1)
Nu
√
Nu



(3.27)

.

Accordingly, by removing the non-windowed contribution from all windowed samples and adding
their respective windowed contribution to the FFT output, the SC symbol that is receiver windowed
with window duration 0 < r ≤ Ku can be written as
Nu +Ku

Y u [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, 0] +

∑

s=Nu +Ku −r+1



yl,u [s] r m,l,u [s] − 1

2πMu,m (s−Ku −1)
exp 
Nu
√
Nu


+ yl,u [s − Nu ] r m,l,u [s − Nu ]




(3.28)



.
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𝐫
𝐫 CP

𝐫 SYM

CP

OFDM symbol

Index
…

.

.

.

Receiver Windowing Operation:
OFDM symbol
+
CP
=
Rx Windowed OFDM symbol

Figure 3.2: Indexing of r and identification of its parts r CP and r SYM within a demonstration of
how receiver windowing operation is performed.
Plugging r m,l,u [s] = 1 − r m,l,u [s − Nu ] for the windowed region per [44, 46], (3.28) can be
simplified to
Nu +Ku

Y u [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, 0] +

∑

s=Nu +Ku −r+1





yl,u [s − Nu ] − yl,u [s] r m,l,u [s

−



2πMu,m (s−Ku −1)
exp 
Nu
√
Nu ]
,
Nu

(3.29)

which allows computing the receiver windowed symbols with reduced computational complexity.
3.2.2.2

Optimum Receiver Windowing Duration Estimation Algorithm
The optimum receiver windowing duration similarly maximizes (3.10). However, unlike

the gNB that has predicted the CFR coefficients and already knows the payload, the UEs know
neither. However, there are other higher order statistics that can be exploited by the UEs. Similar
to (3.9), one can write
Y u [m, l, r] = H u [m, l] (D u [m, l] + Pu [m, l]) + Ñ u [m, l, r] + ñu [m, l, r] ,

(3.30)
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where H u [m, l ] is the actual CFR coefficient affecting the mth subcarrier of lth OFDM symbol of
uth user, Ñ u [m, l, r ] is the combined ACI, ICI and ISI7 affecting the aforementioned RE if receiver
window duration r is used, and ñu [m, l, r ] is the noise value affecting the aforementioned RE. Let


the 2-tuple elements of the set Pu ṁ, l˙ refer to the subcarrier and OFDM symbol indices of P


REs that are statistically expected to experience the channels most correlated with H u ṁ, l˙ [77].
To keep equations concise, we will only use D u [m, l ] to refer to D u [m, l ] + Pu [m, l ] from this
point onward. Even though no element other than Pu [m, l ] in the equation is known, the UE can
still obtain




 
Y̆ u ṁ, l,˙ r B var Y u [m, l, r] , (m, l) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙


= var H u [m, l] D u [m, l] + Ñ u [m, l, r] + ñu [m, l, r]






= var { H u [m, l] D u [m, l]} + var {ñu [m, l, r]} + var Ñ u [m, l, r] ,

(3.31a)
(3.31b)
(3.31c)



where the set definitions (m, l ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙ were removed after the first line to keep equations
concise, but are always implied throughout the rest of this subsection for all mean and variance
operations, and an equal-weight variance is assumed, or in probability terms, all elements are
assigned the same 1/ P probability. Weighting elements with the correlation between H u [m, l ]


and H u ṁ, l˙ [78] is optimum [79], however, the equiweight implementation drastically reduces
the computational complexity as will be shown below, without an observable performance loss.
Note that since ñu [m, l, r ] ∼ CN (0, 1) ∀u, m, l, r, although the noise value itself changes with
windowing, the noise variance remains unity. Furhermore, as ICI and ISI are separated, the variance
in the actual channel coefficients can be assumed to remain constant regardless of window duration
as well. Thus, the CFR coefficient, transmitted data and noise variance remain constant regardless
of applied window, but the combined interference and its variance varies with the windowing
operation. Although it is impossible to distinguish between these components by looking at the
effects of windowing on a single received symbol, the spectrotemporal correlation of channel and
interference can be exploited to identify the amount of combined interference in a group of REs.
7Although this element consists of the sum of each of these components scaled with different coefficients, all
varying with used window, only this combined element will be referred to for the sake of brevity as future analysis only
involves the sum.
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Algorithm 2: Estimate Ru & Ŷ u
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Ru ← 0
for all m ∈ Mu , l ∈ Lu do
Y̆ u [m, l, 0] ← (3.34b)
for r ← 1, Ku do
Y̆ u [m, l, r ] ← (3.34c)
if Y̆ u [m, l, r ] > Y̆ u [m, l, r − 1] then
Ru [m, l ] ← r − 1
break
Ŷ u [m, l ] ← (3.29)

That is, although var




 
Ñ u [m, l, r ] , (m, l ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙
can not be found explicitly, one can

conclude that




arg min Y̆ u ṁ, l,˙ r , arg min var Ñ u [m, l, r ] .
r

(3.32)

r

The optimum receiver windowing duration calculation algorithm utilizes (3.32) to minimize
the combined interference energy and maximize capacity. With similar reasoning to Algorithm
1, Algorithm 2 also starts with the assumption of zero initial window duration, and checks to
see whether longer window durations are beneficial for each RE. Let us now investigate a possible reduced complexity implementation of this idea, particularly utilizing the relation between
Y u [m, l, 0] and Y u [m, l, r ] as shown in (3.28). Let us first define
(3.33a)

ÿu [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, r] − Y u [m, l, 0]
Nu +Ku



∑

=


2πMu,m (s−Ku −1)
exp 
Nu
√
Nu ]
(3.33b)
Nu


s=Nu +Ku −r+1



yl,u [s − Nu ] − yl,u [s] r m,l,u [s −

to keep following equations concise. Then
Y̆ u ṁ, l,˙ r =






Y u [m, l, r] − ∑(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙] Y u ṁ, l,˙ r / P

∑

(m,l)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]

2

(3.34a)

P

2

1
= 3
P

∑

(m,l)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]

Y u [m, l, r] (P − 1) −

∑

¨r
Y u m̈, l,




(3.34b)

(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]\(m,l)
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=

1
P3

∑

∑

Y u [m, l, 0] (P − 1) −

(m,l)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]



¨0
Y u m̈, l,

(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]\(m,l)
+ ÿu [m, l, r] (P − 1) −

∑

(3.34c)2


¨r
ÿu m̈, l,

(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]\(m,l)
demonstrates that once

Y u [m, l, 0] ( P − 1) −

∑



¨0
Y u m̈, l,

(3.35)

(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]\(m,l )
is calculated, the variance of the windowed cases can be calculated by adding the window differences
and summing the squared magnitudes. The advantage of the equiweight assumption becomes clear


at this point, a simple investigation reveals that once Y̆ u ṁ, l,˙ r is calculated for an RE, the same
calculation for neighboring REs only require adding and removing contributions from few REs.
More information on computational complexity is provided in paragraph 3.2.2.3.
3.2.2.3

Computational Complexity


Calculating (3.35) for (m, l ) ← (m1 , l1 ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙ for a single RE requires 2P real

additions and 2 real multiplications. The result of the same equation for another RE with indices


(m, l ) ← (m2 , l2 ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙ can be obtained by adding P (Y u [m2 , l2 , 0] − Y u [m1 , l1 , 0]) to
the previously calculated value, resulting in 4 real additions and 2 real multiplications. Thus,


calculating (3.35) ∀ (m, l ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙ requires a total of 6P − 4 real additions and 2P real
multiplications.


Trials show that the subsets Pu ṁ, l˙ differ at most by log (c + P) individual REs for neighbor REs under vehicular channels [80] for statistically meaningful P values, where c is a small positive constant. While the mean subset difference is well below that for the possible transmission time
interval (TTI) durations and bandwidth part configurations in NR, log ( P) will be assumed for all
REs as the mean asymptotically reaches this number with increasing number of allocated slots and
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RBs, and to mitigate c. Thus, after (3.35) is calculated for an RE for Pu ṁ1 , l˙1 , the results can be






generalized for the same RE for another Pu ṁ2 , l˙2 , ṁ2 , l˙2 ← ∃ ṁ1 ± 1, l˙1 , ṁ1 , l˙1 ± 1





¨ 0 −∑ ¨
¨
by adding P ∑(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ ,l˙ ] Y u m̈, l,
Y
m̈,
l,
0
to the previous find(m̈,l )∈Pu [ṁ1 ,l˙1 ] u
2 2
ings, which requires 4 log ( P) real additions and 2 real multiplications. The findings can then


similarly propagate to other REs ∈ Pu ṁ2 , l˙2 by performing 4 real additions and 2 real multiplications each as described above. Therefore, number of operations required to obtain (3.35)

∀ (m, l ) , ∀ ṁ, l˙ is upper bounded by 4 ( Mu Lu ( P + log ( P) − 1) − log ( P)) + 2P real additions
and 2PMu Lu real multiplications.
A direct investigation reveals that each (3.33b) calculation requires 6r − 2 real additions
and 6r real multiplications to obtain the symbol windowed with window duration r. Once the
relevant (3.33b) values are calculated, the number of equations required to calculate the difference


¨ r in (3.34c) is the same as the number of
ÿu [m, l, r ] ( P − 1) − ∑(m̈,l¨)∈Pu [ṁ,l˙]\(m,l ) ÿu m̈, l,
operations required to obtain (3.35). It should be noted that these values are only required for




(m, l ) ∈ Pu ṁ, l˙ if Y̆ u ṁ, l,˙ r is being calculated, which is not always needed.
After both differences in (3.34c) is obtained, the sum of the squared magnitudes of the sum
of differences can be calculated to finalize (3.34c) calculation. This requires 3P − 1 real additions
and 2P real multiplications. If Ru [m, l ] = R, (3.34c) must be calculated ∀r ∈ N∗≤min( R+1,Ku ) .
Once Ru is found, (3.29) is performed to obtain windowed symbols to continue reception, which
requires only 2# { Ru 6= 0} real additions and no multiplications. Some statistics for Ru and number
of operations performed for vehicular channel conditions are provided in Section 3.3. It should
also be noted that the worst case time complexity of the described efficient implementation is on

the order of O Ku2 PMu Lu , while a more straightforward operation count- and memory-wise
exhaustive implementation can run within O ( P + Ku ).
3.2.3

Further Notes on Computational Complexity
The algorithms presented in Section 3.2 are computationally tailored around the basic as-

sumption that both transmitter and receiver window durations are expected to be short as the utilized
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extension was solely intended for the channel. While Section 3.3 shows that this assumption holds,
there are also other characteristics that can be exploited, such as the spectrotemporal correlation of
window durations, and a non-obvious but comprehensible peak in the statistical receiver window
duration probability distribution, all of which are presented and discussed in Section 3.3. This
subsection was aimed to describe the basic ideas and only simple, universal algorithmic implementation specific details in the most comprehensible manner. Further possible reductions in
computational complexity are mentioned along with numerical findings in Section 3.3.
3.3

Numerical Verification
Although the proposed method is formulated for networks with any number of UEs, in this

work, a simple network limited to a BS and two UEs equally sharing a 7.68 MHz system bandwidth
is considered for the sake of simplicity, as done in other similar works such as [81]. This also allows
clearer presentation of the results. This network is realized numerous times with independent and
random user data and instantaneous channels, and all presented results are the arithmetic means
of all realizations unless otherwise specified. The parameters provided in [82] for link level
waveform evaluation under 6 GHz were used when possible. One of the UEs is a high mobility
node experiencing a channel that has 30 ns RMS delay spread and 120 km/h mobility, hereinafter
referred to as the “’f’ast user”, communicating using 60 subcarriers of an OFDM numerology with
subcarrier spacing of ∆ f f = 60 kHz. The second UEs is a moderate mobility node experiencing
a channel that has 100 ns RMS delay spread and 30 km/h mobility, hereinafter referred to as
the “’s’low user”, communicating using 120 subcarriers of the ∆ f s = 30 kHz numerology in the
adjacent band. The PDP of fast user’s channel is 3GPP tapped delay line (TDL)-A [80] in 1/2,
TDL-B in 1/3 and TDL-C in 1/6 of the simulations to demonstrate the operability of the algorithm
under different channel models. Similarly, the PDP of slow user’s channel is 3GPP TDL-B in 1/2,
and TDL-A or TDL-C each in 1/4 of the simulations. The Doppler spectra of both channels are
assumed to be classical Jakes [83] at all times [80]. There is a 240 kHz guard band between users.
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The SNR of each user is sweeped from 5 dB to 15 dB during which the SNR of the other user is
fixed to 10 dB.
Results are obtained for a duration of one NR format 4 slot [84] in the slow user’s reference,
where both flexible symbols are utilized for UL. The UL transmission interval of a slot followed
by the DL transmission interval of the consecutive slot is investigated. There’s a timing offset of 64
samples in the UL, whereas the consequent DL period is synchronous. The UL DMRS received at
the gNB, which are physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) DMRS type B mapped [6], are used to
estimate the channel. Only this time invariant estimate is used in Algorithm 2 for the following DL
transmission interval. This presents the worst-case performance of especially Algorithm 2 under
minimum available information. The rate of performance improvement for increasing number of
consecutive slots with the help of channel prediction [74] is left for future work. The DL DMRS
configuration is single port single layer mapped with crucial parameters uniquely defining the
mapping dmrs-AdditionalPosition 3 and dmrs-TypeA-Position pos2 [6]. No windowing or power
control is applied to UL signals as well, reducing the performance of solely the proposed methods
making it the worst case scenario.
Unless otherwise specified, both UEs utilize a normal CP overhead of 9/128 with no additional
extension for windowing at all times, thus conserving standard 5G NR symbol structure. For
comparison, optimum fixed extension windowing algorithm [46] is also featured utilizing the
standard extended CP overhead of 25% and the additional extension is used for either transmitter
or receiver windowing, as well as F-OFDM [37, 85] and NC-OFDM [50], the tone offset for
the former, in accord with the resource allocation, being 7.5 and 3.5 tones for the slow and fast
user, respectively; and the N parameter for the latter being Nfast = 1 and Nslow = 2 per the
original work, and both receivers use the iterative correcting receiver [50, Sec. 3] performing 8
iterations. Link adaptation is omitted in the system, all RBs are assigned the same constant MCS
which consists of QPSK modulation and (21/32) × (7/15) standard [86, 87] and extended [88]
Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) Turbo product code [89] for the slow user and (7/16) ×

(7/15) for the fast user at all times. The MCSs are chosen such that both users operate slightly
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below the target BER at the minimum SNR, thus the SNR difference between the users can be
referred to as the excess SNR for the utilized SNR values. P ← 33 for both users in Algorithm 2
so that a meaningful z-test can be performed.
The OOB emission of investigated waveforms are depicted in Figure 3.3, where the lines
denoted with ∆γ is the results for Algorithm 1, for which the windowed user’s average SNR
is greater than that of the victim by the provided value; and the sampling points of the victim
subcarriers are marked to distinguish between modulations and to provide means to understand the
unorthodox frequency localization characteristics of F-OFDM [85] and optimum fixed extension
transmitter windowing (ETW) algorithm [46] to unfamiliar readers. Both F-OFDM and ETWOFDM have unmatched interference performance in the victim’s band, but F-OFDM requires the
receiver to perform matched filtering, and ETW-OFDM requires an extension that may disturb the
standard frame structure, or reduced throughput if the standard extensions are used in vehicular
channels as seen in Table 3.2. The interference performance of NC-OFDM at the edge subcarriers
also outperforms all cases of Algorithm 1, but Algorithm 1 takes over in the band center subcarriers
for high excess SNR. Furthermore, NC-OFDM also requires receiver-side operations, thus has no
advantage over F-OFDM. It is seen that while Algorithm 1 has little advantage if the windowing
user has no excess SNR, the level of interference decreases further as the window duration is able
to increase when the user has excess SNR. Although the proposed algorithm uses the same window
design used in ETW-OFDM, the fact that not all REs are windowed prevents the same localization
from surfacing. It should also be noted that the gains are a significant function of channel responses
of both UEs, and the transmit OOB emission is unable to demonstrate the gains clearly. The fair
proportional network throughput, calculated similar to network proportional network capacity using
the geometric means of throughput of each user, can be seen in Table 3.2 for optimum fixed extension
transmitter and receiver windowed OFDM [46], NC-OFDM, conventional CP-OFDM, adaptive
transmitter windowed with estimates obtained using Algorithm 1, adaptive transmitter windowed
with optimum durations, F-OFDM, adaptive receiver windowed using durations calculated using
Algorithm 2, adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed with transmitter windowing durations
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Figure 3.3: OOB emission of investigated modulations.
calculated using Algorithm 1 without knowing receivers are applying Algorithm 2 followed by
Algorithm 2 at the receivers, Algorithm 2 applied to the signals that are adaptive transmitter
windowed with optimum durations, adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed with transmitter
windowing durations calculated using Algorithm 1 knowing receivers are applying Algorithm
2 followed by Algorithm 2 at the receivers, and adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed with
durations optimized jointly. The optimum values were obtained by maximizing the fair proportional
network throughput using an evolutionary integer genetic algorithm [90] to find the optimum inputs
to Algorithms 1 and/or 2 under actual time-varying channels. It can be seen that although previously
proposed extended windowing algorithms improve the BERs, increasing the effective symbol
duration by ~18% erases the positive implications on the throughput and reduces it. The artificial
noise introduced by the NC-OFDM cannot be resolved at the receivers at these high mobility
conditions correctly yielding a decrease in actual throughput. It can be seen that even the featured
worst case results of the proposed algorithms increase the throughput and improving algorithm
outputs by channel prediction promises further gains closer to optimum. While F-OFDM provides
higher throughput compared to Algorithm 1 and adaptive transmitter windowing, it requires that
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Table 3.2: Fair proportional network throughput of tested modulations
Modulation
ETW-OFDM
ERW-OFDM
NC-OFDM
CP-OFDM
Algorithm 1
TW-OFDM (w/o Ext)
F-OFDM
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 2 (independent)
TW-OFDM + Algorithm 2 (independent)
Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 2 (joint)
TW-OFDM+ RW-OFDM (joint)

Throughput
(Mbps)
1.1949
1.1952
1.3927
1.3985
1.3986
1.3987
1.3988
1.3990
1.3991
1.3992
1.3996
1.3998

Gain over
CP-OFDM
-15.832%
-15.708%
-1.456%
+0.042%
+0.049%
+0.057%
+0.071%
+0.078%
+0.085%
+0.114%
+0.128%

both ends of the communication are aware of the filtering process and apply it [37,38,85]. Although
knowledge of such improves the throughput, the proposed algorithms do not require the knowledge
and action of the counterpart and this is the strength of the proposed method compared to F-OFDM.
To show the dependence of window durations on excess SNR, the ratio of estimated and optimum
expected window durations to the CP of the corresponding UEs as a function of the SNR difference
between the user in interest and the other user are demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The results are
ordered as follows: Receiver windowing durations of only Algorithm 2, Algorithm 2 applied to
the signals transmitted after applying Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 applied to transmitter windowed
samples with the optimum duration if the gNB is unaware that receivers employ Algorithm 2,
Algorithm 2 applied to to the signals produced Algorithm 1 where gNB knows both receivers also
employ Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 2 applied to transmitter windowed samples with the optimum
duration calculated knowing that receiver will apply Algorithm 2; as well as transmitter windowing
durations estimated by Algorithm 1, optimum adaptive transmitter windowing durations, transmitter
windowing duration estimates provided by Algorithm 1 knowing that both receivers also employ
Algorithm 2 and optimum transmitter windowing durations calculated if both receivers also employ
Algorithm 2. A critical observation is that the transmitter windowing durations, both estimated and
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Figure 3.4: E { Ru /Ku } and E { T u /Ku } against the SNR difference between users.
actual optimum, increase as the SNR of the user increases, whereas the receiver windowing duration
decreases. This proves the basic idea behind fair optimization that the ones with excess SNR must
focus on their impact on others whereas the ones with lesser SNR must focus on the impact they
receive from others. It can also be seen that the optimum durations for each side get shorter once the
resources are jointly used, i.e., the gNB knows that receivers utilize Algorithm 2. Figure 3.5 shows
the probability of the calculated window duration being a certain amount away from the optimum
duration, between Algorithm 1 and optimum transmitter windowing durations, between Algorithm
1 calculated knowing that receivers utilize Algorithm 2 and optimum transmitter window durations
obtained when receivers employ Algorithm 2; and receiver windowing durations estimated at the
transmitter during calculation of Algorithm 2 and the values obtained at receivers. It can be seen
that the guess for both the transmitter and the receiver windowing durations are more accurate
for the slower user, proving the dependence on mobility at estimates without channel tracking and
prediction. Furthermore, since receiver windowing durations only matter for the RBs in interest as
discussed before, receiver windowing durations can be guessed with over 98% probability without
making an error. The transmitter windowing estimates have more than 95% probability of being the
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Figure 3.5: Probability of the error between estimated and optimum window lengths being equal
to certain percentages of CP.
same as optimum, while overestimating is slightly more probable in the only Algorithm 1 case while
underestimating is more probable in the both algorithms utilized case. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7
show the amount of receiver and transmitter windowing applied at the band centers and edges and
checks the validity of [45] where the window durations are labeled similar to that of Figure 3.4.
It can be seen that the amount of transmitter windowing indeed increases at the band edges, and
furthermore it is more important that the faster user with the larger subcarrier spacing and less
spectral localization to apply more transmitter windowing. This derives from the fact that the PSD
of signals with larger subcarrier spacing decay slower than those with smaller subcarrier spacing,
hence are more crucial for the interference in the system. It can be seen that the receiver windowing
durations are higher at the band centers and higher for the user with lower subcarrier spacing. This
occurs partly due to the window function design. The window functions are designed to minimize
the absorption outside the the band of interest, however as the pass-band of the window gets smaller,
the reduction performance decreases as well [46]. Since the window pass-bands are smaller on the
edge subcarriers, the gain from reduced ACI and ICI reduces whereas the performance reduction
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Figure 3.6: Receiver windowing durations as a function of distance from center of the consumed
band.
due to increased ISI stays the same. This favors longer window durations at the inner subcarriers
where increasing window durations result in significant ICI and ACI reduction. The gain from ICI
reduction becomes more prominent for the faster user which observes even higher window lengths
at inner subcarriers due to the increased ICI. The gain from either type of windowing reduces
for both users as windowing at the counterparty is introduced to the systems, both by reduction of
forces driving windowing at a given side and also increase in ISI occurring by applying windowing,
as both users observe shorter windowing durations on either side that is more uniformly distributed
from band centers to edges. Before the average number of performed operations are provided for
presented Algorithms in their current forms and compared, spectrotemporal statistics of window
durations are provided to demonstrate that there is room for further computational complexity
reductions, which are left for future works. Both experienced channel and amount of interference
are highly correlated in both dimensions, which in turn create correlated window durations that
can reduce complexity load. For example, Figure 3.8 shows the probability that window durations
calculated for adjacent subcarriers differ by a given duration, as a function of CP length. It is seen
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Figure 3.7: Transmitter windowing durations as a function of distance from center of the
consumed band.
that no more than 35% CP duration difference occurred at any time. This suggests that if a subcarrier
was calculated to have a long window duration, checking brief window durations for the adjacent
subcarriers may be skipped at first and the search can start from a higher value. Furthermore,
REs may be grouped and processed together. Figure 3.9 presents the same results for Algorithm
2, showing that the differences are even smaller in both time and frequency as the duration is
determined using the variance over a group of REs and the RE groups of adjacent RE differ little. It
is also worth noting that window durations in adjacent REs of the faster user are more likely to differ
by longer durations than that of the slower user, which depends on both increased subcarrier spacing
and channel variations. Finally, the computational load of the algorithms in their presented forms
is analyzed and compared with F-OFDM. The filter lengths are Nu /2 + 1 per [85], and since filters
consist of complex values, the computational complexity of F-OFDM is ( Nu + Ku ) Lu (3Nu /2 + 2)
real additions and ( Nu + Ku ) Lu (2Nu + 4) real multiplications at the UE, and these values summed
over all users at the gNB. The computational complexities of the presented algorithms depend on
the window duration and side of each RE, of which values have the probability distributions shown
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Figure 3.8: Probability that transmitter window durations in adjacent subcarriers differ by the
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Figure 3.10: Probability of transmitter (T) and receiver (R) window durations occurring in test
scenarios.
in Figure 3.10. Accordingly, the gNB and UE side computational complexities of the algorithms
are presented in Table 3.3. As Algorithm 1 only runs at the gNB and Algorithm 2 only runs at the
UE without any operation requirements at the counterpart, the counterpart complexities are 0 for
both users. It is seen that while the gNB side complexity for Algorithm 1 is higher than that of
F-OFDM, assumin that gNBs are not computationally bounded, the transparency of Algorithm 1
still makes it a possible candidate under heavy traffic. The computational complexity of Algorithm
2 is similar to that of F-OFDM if the further computational complexity reduction tricks described
in the preceding paragraph are not employed, and Algorithm 2 is also transparent to the transmitter.
Another interesting observation that can be made from Figure 3.10 is that for Algorithm 2, under
severe ACI conditions, longer window durations may be beneficial, however since the window
duration is limited by CP length, all those results manifest themselves at the upper bound, creating
a high probability peak at the longest duration. Computational complexity can be further reduced
if Algorithm 2 is modified to check the longest possibility before others, however these highly
implementation specific details are left for future work.
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Table 3.3: Computational complexities of F-OFDM and algorithms 1 and 2
Algorithm

gNB add

gNB mult

F-OFDM

1907040

2551488

Alg. 1

5342353

5332295

Alg. 2

0

0

UE add
637872+
1269168
0
2088692+
4166143

UE mult
854880+
1696608
0
1054709+
2236623
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Chapter 4: Non-Redundant OFDM Receiver Windowing for 5G Frames and Beyond

The following notation is used throughout this Chapter8: (·)T , (·)∗ and (·)H denote the
transpose, complex conjugate, and Hermitian operations, ei,N corresponds to the ith row of the
N × N identity matrix I N , A

B and A

B correspond to Hadamard multiplication and division

of matrices A and B, and A by B, 0a×b and 1a×b denote matrices of zeros and ones with a rows
and b columns, diag (v) returns a square diagonal matrix with the elements of vector v on the
main diagonal, diag ( M ) returns the elements on the main diagonal of matrix M in a vector,

CN µ, σ2 represents complex Gaussian random vectors with mean µ and variance σ2 , T-(c, r )
yields the Toeplitz matrix where the first column is c and the first row is r, A ⊗ B is the Kronecker
tensor product of A and B matrices.
4.1

System Model
We aim to receive the information transmitted by a user, hereinafter referred to as the desired

user, of which corresponding elements are distinguished with subscript 0 in the multi-user context.
The desired user is transmitting data over D contiguous subcarriers in an N subcarrier CP-OFDM
system. To prevent ISI across consecutive OFDM symbols and to transform the linear convolution
of the multipath channel to a circular convolution, a CP of length L samples is prepended to each
transmitted OFDM symbol. The samples corresponding to a CP-OFDM symbol of the desired
user are denoted by x0 ∈ C( N+L)×1 , and are obtained as x0 = AF NH Md, where F N ∈ C N × N
is the N-point FFT matrix, M ∈ Z N × D is the subcarrier mapping matrix, d ∈ CD×1 is the SC
8Part of this chapter was published in [91] and patented [92]. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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modulated data vector to be transmitted and A ∈ R( N+L)× N is the CP addition matrix defined as




 0 L×( N − L) I L 
A=
.
IN

(4.1)

During the transmission of the desired user, the adjacent bands are employed for communication by other users, hereinafter referred to as interfering users, of which signaling is neither
synchronous nor orthogonal to that of the desired user. The signals transmitted from all users
propagate through a time varying multipath channel before reaching the receiver. Assuming perfect
synchronization to the desired user’s signal, let the channel gain of the kth sample of the desired
and jth interfering user’s signals, for j 6= 0, during the reception of the nth sample be denoted by
N+L
h0,n,k and h j,n,k , respectively. For clarity, we assume that ∑k=1
|h j,n,k |2 = 1, ∀ j. If the channel

convolution matrix of the jth user for the scope of the desired user’s symbol of interest is shown
with H j ∈ C( N+L)×( N+L) , respectively; the element in the kth column of nth row of any H j is h j,n,k ,
respectively. It should be noted that, if jth user’s channel was time-invariant, H j would be a Toeplitz
matrix, whereas in this model, the elements are varying for all j and the autocorrelation functions
and the power spectral densities of any diagonal of any channel convolution matrix fit those defined
in [83]. The first N + L samples received over the wireless medium under perfect synchronization
to the desired user’s signal normalized to the noise power are stored in y ∈ C( N+L)×1 , which is
given as
y = z+∑

p


γj H j x j ,

(4.2)

j

where z ∼ CN (0, 1) is the background AWGN, γ0 and γ j are the SNRs of the desired and jth
interfering user, respectively, and x j is the sample sequence transmitted by jth interfering user in
the reference duration of the desired symbol for j 6= 0.
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4.1.1

Reception in Self-Orthogonal RW-OFDM Systems
A brief review of channel estimation, equalization and ICI in self-orthogonal conven-

tional RW-OFDM systems may help understand the derivation of the aforementioned for Hann
RW-OFDM.
For the sake of brevity, assume the receiver utilizes an extensionless receiver windowing
function of tail length K ∈ N≤ L for all subcarriers to receive the data transmitted by the desired
user, and the window function coefficients scaling the CP are shown as w̆K ∈ RK ×1 [64]. Then,
the windowed CP removal matrix BK ∈ R N ×( N+L) is obtained as




0( N −K )×K 
0( N −K )×( L−K ) 0( N −K )×K I ( N −K )×( N −K )
BK = 
.
0K ×( L−K )
diag (w̆K )
0K ×( N −K )
I K − diag (w̆K )

(4.3)

Note that for K = 0, eq. (4.3) reduces to the rectangular windowing CP removal matrix B0 =


0 N × L I N . The received symbols in a RW-OFDM system are then given as

(4.4)

r = MT F N BK y
= MT Θd + MT z̃,

(4.5)

where the channel disturbance vector z̃ ∈ C N ×1 is

z̃ =F N BK

z+

∑

p

j∈Z,j6=0



≡ z1 z2 . . . z N

T
,

γj H j χ j



!
(4.6)
(4.7)
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of which components are assumed to be zi CN 0, σz̃2i , ∀i ∈ N≤ N where σz̃2i is the noise and
ACI power9 affecting ith subcarrier that can be calculated per [7, 64];
σz̃2

∈

R+N ×1

T


=

σz̃21

σz̃22

...

(4.8)

σz̃2N

is the disturbance variance vector, and Θ ∈ C N × N is the complete CFR matrix of the desired user’s
channel obtained as
Θ = F N BK H 0 AF NH .

(4.9)

The diagonal components of eq. (4.9) are the channel coefficients scaling the subcarrier in
interest, and is referred to as the CFR in the literature, hereinafter shown with θ ∈ C N ×1 where
θ = diag (Θ) ,

(4.10)

whereas the off-diagonal component on the kth column of n 6= kth row, would be the coefficient
scaling the interference from the kth subcarrier to the nth subcarrier. Had there been no time
variation in the channel and the MED of the channel was shorter than the discarded CP duration at
all times, that is,

h0,n1 ,n1 −∆k = h0,n2 ,n2 −∆k ,
h0,n,k = 0,

∀n1 , n2 , ∆k,

(4.11)

∀k < n − ( L − K ) , ∀n,

(4.12)

BK H 0 A would have resulted in a Toeplitz matrix, meaning Θ would be a diagonal matrix, and the
system would be ICI and ISI-free. Most modern receivers assume these conditions are valid and
ignore ICI and ISI, which can only be estimated using advanced time-domain channel estimation
algorithms such as [93]. Although results are numerically verified using signals received over timevarying vehicular channels, all algorithms, proposed or presented for comparison in this work,
9ISI due to the previous OFDM symbol transmitted by the desired user may also exist, however it is omitted as
the system is modeled for a single OFDM symbol for the sake of clarity. Interested readers may see the detailed
multi-symbol system models provided in [7, 64].
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estimate the channel assuming eq. (4.11) and eq. (4.12) are valid. Equation eq. (4.10) can also be
written as
θ = F N h, ∀n ∈ N∗≤ N ,
where the vector h ∈

C N ×1

T



, ĥ0 ĥ1 . . . ĥ N −1

(4.13)

is the static CIR estimate of the desired

user’s channel during that OFDM symbol, of which elements in fact correspond to

ĥk =

1
N

N

∑ en,N BK H 0 Aeα,NT ,

(4.14)

n=1

where α = ((n − k − 1) mod N ) + 1. Thus, ignoring the noise and ACI for the time being,
if a known SC symbol sequence denoted by d̃, commonly referred to as the pilot sequence, is
transmitted, the following symbols are expected to be received under aforementioned assumptions:

√

(4.15)

γ0 MT F N BK H 0 AF NH M d̃


√
= γ0 diag MT F N h d̃

r=

=

√

(4.16)
(4.17)


γ0 diag d̃ MT F N h.

Equation eq. (4.17) is an algebraic manipulation of eq. (4.16) in an effort to take the CIR outside
the diagonalization for estimation in the next step. Assuming the receiver does not assume apriori
knowledge of the SNR component and it is inherited within the CIR, the CIR estimate is obtained
as

 −1

h = diag d̃ MT F N
r,

(4.18)

wherein the inversion refers to the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The CIRs of data carrying OFDM
symbols between pilot carrying OFDM symbols are interpolated and according CFR responses are
calculated. Finally, equalized data symbol estimates are obtained as [68]
T

d̂ = M





diag θ

∗

θ

+ σz̃2

−1

∗



diag (θ) F N BK y .

(4.19)
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4.2

Proposed Method
The Hann window must consist exactly of N samples so that the spectrum is sampled at

the right points as seen in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. Furthermore, discarding the L CP samples at the
beginning helps prevent ISI across consecutive desired OFDM symbols transmitted by the desired


user. The sample indices for the remaining samples can be written as n = 0 1 . . . N − 1
. The Hann window function normalized to window this interval without changing it’s energy is
obtained as
w=

2N + sin

4N

π −2πN
N −1

csc

π
N −1



−1

sin2

πn
.
N−1

(4.20)

The Hann windowing matrix W ∈ R N ×( N+L) , that removes the CP and windows the remaining
received samples with the Hann function is formed as




W = 0 N × L diag (w) .

(4.21)

The received subcarrier vector r̃ ∈ C N ×1 that contains all Hann windowed subcarriers is obtained
as
r̃ = F N W y.
4.2.1

(4.22)

ICI and Channel Estimation in Hann RW-OFDM
A quick investigation of eq. (4.20) and eq. (4.21) show that the orthogonality conditions

presented in [44] are not satisfied. In this subsection, we calculate the consequent ICI induced
by the Hann window function, and accordingly engineer a method to estimate the CFR and the
disturbance variances using any pilot structure, including those of 4G & 5G mobile communication.
Straightforward calculation reveals that


F N diag (w) F NH = T- νT , ν ,

(4.23)
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where ν = 1



−1/2

01×( N −2) . Hence, assuming that eq. (4.11) and eq. (4.12) are valid, the

CFR of the desired user’s channel, if the Hann window is used, is given as
Θ̃ = F N W H 0 AF NH


= T- νT , ν Θ.

(4.24)
(4.25)

Before the relevant subcarriers are demapped, note that Hann windowing causes received subcarriers that are adjacent to the edgemost pilot-transmitted subcarriers to carry copies of the pilots
transmitted at these subcarriers. In an attempt to utilize this energy, this receiver demaps these
T

subcarriers as well using an extended demapping matrix M̌ ∈ Z( D+2)× N . Thus, ignoring channel disruption for the time being, if pilot symbols were transmitted, the received pilot symbols are
obtained as
T

∆ = M̌ Θ̃M d̃


T
= M̌ T- νT , ν ΘM d̃


T
= M̌ T- νT , ν diag ( F N h) M d̃



T
= M̌ T- νT , ν diag M d̃ F N h.

(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)



The result of T- νT , ν diag M d̃ , which can be thought as a filtering operation as it involves
multiplication of pilot vector with a Toeplitz matrix as denoted in Figure 1.8, may include nulled
pilots in some subcarriers due to induced ICI in case QPSK modulated Gold sequences are utilized
as pilot signals [6]. However, the ACI rejection allows estimating the CIR better, namely, the
disturbance level in



 −1

T
h = M̌ T- νT , ν diag M d̃ F N
∆

(4.30)

is less than that of eq. (4.18) if the ACI significantly outpowers AWGN. It is noteworthy that although
eq. (4.30) still does not have a full-rank solution, exploiting the low density of h as pointed out
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in [94] allows implementation of an approximate linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)
estimator relating the two sides as presented in [95]. Any other variation of [94] may be used,
but [95] is chosen in the numerical verification of this work since the computational complexity,
error bounds and introduced delays of this approach remain within vehicular communication
requirements as accepted by the community. Furthermore, depending on the ratio of nonzero pilot
products to the delay spread, the estimation error can be shown to converge to zero [96]. The
solution was later modified to be stable regardless of the condition of the pilot product matrix [97]
and also computationally highly efficient [98]. Furthermore, the DFT of the disruption-only taps
described in [95] is used to estimate σ 2ž ∈ C N ×1 , which is then interpolated throughout the data
carriers similar to CIR estimates. After the CIR estimates are interpolated, they are transformed to
frequency domain to obtain the CFR estimates θ̂ ∈ CD×1 .
4.2.2

Design of an MRC-SIC Receiver
Similar to the described channel estimation, this receiver also attempts to utilize the energy

in the subcarriers adjacent to the edgemost data carriers. In this case, the received symbols
ď ∈ C( D+2)×1 are written as
T

(4.31)

ď = M̌ r
T

= H̃d + M̌ F N W z,
where, the extended effective channel matrix H̃ ∈ C( D+2)× D is obtained as

T 
!

− 1/2 ν̃
H̃ = T, − 1/2 01×( D−1)
diag θ̂ ,


where ν̃ = 1

(4.32)

(4.33)



−1/2

01×( D−1) . The energy due to the signal modulated to the mth transmitted

subcarrier on the kth observed subcarrier is in the kth row and mth column of Σ ∈ R( D+2)× D
where
Σ = H̃

∗

H̃ .

(4.34)
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The signal-plus-ICI power on the kth observed subcarrier is given in the kth column of σ ∈
R1×( D+2) , where
σ = 11× D (Σ)T .

(4.35)

If the mth transmitted subcarrier is in interest, the disruption-plus-ICI power contribution that
would come from combining the kth observed subcarrier with unit gain is given on the mth row
and kth column of

 T

Σ̂ = 1D×1 ⊗ σ 2ž + σ
− (Σ)T ,

(4.36)

where Σ̂ ∈ RD×( D+2) and σ 2ž ∈ RD+2×1 is the disruption variance vector at the output of the
extended demapper. The MRC matrix is then [79]

C̃ = H̃

H



Σ

T



Σ̂ ,

(4.37)

where C̃ ∈ CD×( D+2) . Although C̃ maximizes the SINR, the resulting data estimates C̃ ď would
be scaled with non-unity coefficients. The "equalized" MRC matrix C ∈ CD×( D+2) is obtained as

C = C̃



11×( D+2) ⊗ diag C̃ H̃



.

(4.38)

The symbol estimates at the MRC output d̆ ∈ CD×1 is

d̆ = C ď.

(4.39)

The post-MRC gain of the ICI component present on the mth subcarrier due to the kth subcarrier
is given on the mth row and kth column of G ∈ CD× D where
G = C H̃ − I D .

(4.40)
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The disruption power accumulated on the mth subcarrier after MRC is given on the mth column of
(4.41)

ρ = |C |2 σ 2ž ,

where ρ ∈ R1× D . d̆, G & ρ are fed to the SISO decoder in [99, Sec V], and the soft decision turbo
SIC equalizer described thereon is used to obtain symbol estimates d̂.
4.2.2.1

Computational Complexity
The derivation of the MRC operation may create an impression that it requires series of

sequential operations. Although these steps are detailed for the derivation, the implementation
complexity is limited as a result of the limited number of interference terms. For example, if the
index of the extended demapped subcarriers are considered to be 0 and D + 1 for the sake of brevity
in this context, the d ∈ Z1<d< D th term of eq. (4.39) is explicitly stated as
∗

d̆d =

d+1
∑κ=d
−1 γ̃d,κ H̃ d,κ ďκ
d+1
2
∑κ=d
−1 γ̃d,κ | H̃ d,κ |

,

(4.42)

where
γ̃d,κ =

| H̃ d,κ |2
σ 2žκ + ∑τ ∈{κ −1,κ,κ+1} | H̃ τ,κ |2

(4.43)

τ 6=d

is the SINR of the symbol transmitted in the dth subcarrier at the κth received subcarrier. Noting that
the off-diagonal components of H̃ can be obtained from θ using simple bit operations, calculation of

| H̃ |2 is ignored as well as the channel estimation using [95, 98] and Fourier transform in eq. (4.22)
since they are included in all algorithms. The complexity of the rest of the steps are provided in
Table 4.1, where M is the cardinality of the used constellation and the approximations refer to the
cases where constant magnitude (phase shift keying (PSK)) constellations are used.
Note that the proposed method does not include any non-linear or sequential operation,
hence it is possible to obtain the extrinsic probabilities at the end of any number of SIC iterations
in a single clock cycle if the memory and hardware architecture allows [99, Sec. V].
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Table 4.1: Computational complexity of algorithm steps
Step
eq. (4.22)
eq. (4.43)
eq. (4.39)
eq. (4.40)
eq. (4.41)
A priori probabilities
Equalized MRC Total
[99, Sec. V, µ]
[99, Sec. V, σ2 ]
[99, Sec. V, ỹ]
[99, Sec. V, Σ]
Extrinsic probabilities
Each SIC Iteration

4.3

Real Multiplications
2N
3D
22D
24D
9D
4MD
2N + (58 + 4M)D
3MD
(M + 2)D ≈ 2D
16D
4D
4MD
(22 + 4M)D
≈ (22 + 3M)D

Real Additions
0
6D
12D
16D
5D
3MD
(39 + 3M)D
2(M − 1)D
(M + 1)D
16D
4D
3MD
(19 + 3M)D

Numerical Verification
The gains of Hann windowing OFDM receivers are shown using numerical simulations and

compared to other methods. The assumptions advised in [82] for the 3GPP NR band "n41" [100]
and a system bandwidth of 50 MHz were used. There are two identical interfering users each
utilizing the bands on either side of the band occupied by the desired user. Both interfering users’
experience channels with 20 dB SNR having TDL-C PDP with 300 ns RMS delay spread and
mobility 3 km/h. The desired user’s channel has the TDL-A PDP with 10 ns and 30 ns RMS
delay spread [80], mobility 120 km/h and was evaluated for 10 dB to 30 dB SNR. The guard
bands between users also vary from 30 kHz to 105 kHz. The desired user has a subcarrier spacing
of 60 kHz corresponding to N = 1024, whereas both interfering users have subcarrier spacings
of 15 kHz corresponding to 4096-FFT. Starting from the fourth symbol, all subcarriers of every
seventh OFDM symbol of the desired user is loaded with PUSCH DMRS symbols defined in [6].
The desired user utilizes D = 12 subcarriers in the remaining symbols to convey data using
the same MCS for all SNR values which consists of QPSK modulation and (51/63) × (7/16)
standard [86, 87] and extended [88] BCH Turbo product code (TPC) [89]. The interfering users
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utilize 1632 subcarriers each throughout the whole communication duration. There is also 128
samples time offset between the the desired user and both interfering users. The bit probabilities
are calculated using approximate log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for all receivers.
Both interfering users transmit 2-continuous OFDM for the results labeled with NC-OFDM,
while the desired user transmits 1-continuous OFDM and the receiver performs 6 iterations to
estimate the transmitted correction vector [50] and cancel it. Both interfering users perform
transmit filtering in results labeled with F-OFDM as described in [85] while the samples of desired
user are match filtered, where tone offset values are set to the respective guard band of that
simulation for all users. For all other results, both interfering users utilize normal CP overhead and
window the ISI-free CP samples at the transmitter using SSW functions optimized to maximize
their frequency localization [46]. The desired user employs normal CP overhead for all cases and
the ISI-free samples are utilized for SSW maximizing ACI rejection [46] in the results labeled as
RW-OFDM. For the results labeled as adaptive RW-OFDM (ARW-OFDM), the window duration
of each subcarrier is determined per [64]. A total of 6 SIC iterations are performed for the Hann
windowing receivers and the BER values at the output of each iteration are obtained and presented
in the BER results. The number of iterations are denoted accordingly, and not all iterations were
presented in all BER results for the sake of clarity. Furthermore, the theoretical BER bound
achievable by an Hann windowing receiver if ICI is cancelled perfectly is obtained from the
Hann-windowed channel disruption and presented with the label Hann-Theory. It should be noted
that the receiver design featured in this work is suboptimal in most cases, and is only presented
to demonstrate the concept using a receiver that is suitable for the low-latency requirements of
uRLLC. Non-linear or decision directed receivers that consistently achieve theoretical BER bound
are left as future work.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates that for little guard band and short delay spread, orthogonal windowing algorithms outperform Hanning receivers for the low SNR regions, as low SINR prevents
successful ICI estimation and cancellation. However, Hanning receivers with as little as 3 iterations achieve the target 10−3 BER earlier than orthogonal windowing algorithms and experience
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Figure 4.1: BERs of various transceivers for guard bands of 30 kHz between each user and 10 ns
RMS delay spread.
the so-called BER waterfall at a lower SNR threshold than compared to orthogonal windowing
algorithms. As SNR increases further, even 2 iterations are sufficient to outperform orthogonal
windowing algorithms while as little as 6 iterations allow rates very close to the theoretical limit.
The motivation behind Hanning receivers become clearer in Figure 4.2 as delay spread elongates.
As orthogonal windowing algorithms lose the advantage of longer windowing durations, their
rates shift closer to the baseline rectangular receiver, while the effect on Hanning receivers remain
limited to increased fading. Hanning receiver with only 1 iteration show the same performance as
orthogonal windowing receivers performance for the high SNR region, while as little as 2 iterations
outperform the orthogonal windowing receivers at all SNR values. The only observable effect on
Hanning receivers is the shift of the waterfall threshold to higher SNRs.

Increasing the guard

band drastically reduces the ACI present on the desired user’s band and narrows the gap between
all algorithm as seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. In Figure 4.3, compared to Figure 4.1, the increase
in the guard band extended the orthogonal windowing algorithm’s lead against Hanning receivers
beyond the target BER. However, it is seen that Hanning receivers, although requiring one more
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Figure 4.2: BERs of various transceivers for guard bands of 30 kHz between each user and 30 ns
RMS delay spread
.
iteration, still outperform orthogonal windowing algorithms. Similarly as delay spreads elongate
in Figure 4.4, the Hanning receiver’s advantage becomes more obvious with waterfall threshold
moving further to lower SNRs compared to orthogonal windowing algorithms.
Noting that the ACI sources utilize either transmitter W-OFDM or F-OFDM in other
scenarios, both having superior OOB emission suppression compared to NC-OFDM, the need to
properly estimate and cancel the correction vector limits the BER performance of NC-OFDM.
While F-OFDM has better BER performance beyond that theoretically achievable by Hanning
receivers, Hanning receivers are used to resolve conventional CP-OFDM signals whereas F-OFDM
can only be used to receive signals transmitted using a F-OFDM transmitter. Particularly, the filter
lengths are N /2 + 1 per [85], the computational complexity of F-OFDM is ( N + L) (2N + 4) real
multiplications and ( N + L) (3N /2 + 2) real additions at both transmitter and receiver accordingly
as filters consist of complex values. Similarly, the SSW RW-OFDM scheme described in [46]
requires 6KD real multiplications and 4KD real additions to estimate received symbols. It is
noteworthy that the complexity of F-OFDM scales on the order of FFT-size squared, whereas the
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Figure 4.3: BERs of various transceivers for guard bands of 105 kHz between each user and 10 ns
RMS delay spread.
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Figure 4.4: BERs of various transceivers for guard bands of 105 kHz between each user and (a)
10 ns and (b) 30 ns RMS delay spread.
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Table 4.2: Computational complexity comparison
Algorithm
F-OFDM
RW-OFDM
Hann-SIC(1it)
Hann-SIC(2it)
Hann-SIC(3it)
Hann-SIC(4it)
Hann-SIC(6it)

Real Mult.
2,248,992
3,672
3,224
3,632
4,040
4,448
5,264

Real Add.
1,685,648
2,448
984
1,356
1,728
2,100
2,844

complexity of windowing receivers scale linearly with the number of data-carrying subcarriers.
Therefore, windowing receivers are particularly important for narrowband communications. The
receiver computational complexity of Hanning receivers are accordingly compared with F-OFDM
and RW-OFDM in Table 4.2. Note that F-OFDM has symmetric computational complexity between
the transmitting and receiving devices, whereas windowing receivers do not change the transmitter
structure and do not cause any computational burden at the transmitting device. The window
duration for RW-OFDM in short delay spread is considered as it makes more sense to apply
RW-OFDM in that case.
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Chapter 5: Future Work: Enhancing Other Layers by Extending Discussed Flexibilities

The aim of the methods discussed in the previous sections was to address the increasing
variety of user requirements by utilizing the flexible aspects of the RAT. However, RAT is not
the only flexible component of the communication systems. This chapter10 discusses how the
aforementioned concepts can be extended to other layers of communication systems.
5.1

Cellular Structure and Flexible Signaling
For instance, deploying cells with several sizes by using BSs with different transmit powers

could be considered as a flexibility at the system level. Heterogeneous networks (HetNets) utilize
this flexibility and aim to increase the system capacity along with addressing various mobile
station (MS) densities and regions with higher data demands [101]. In this section, we question
whether the aspects we have previously discussed are relevant to the different challenges experienced
in HetNets and how these problems can be handled by utilizing different aspects of RAT flexibility.
In HetNets, there are several advantages and challenges of associating with smaller and larger
cells. The mobile network operators (MNOs) desire to offload users to smaller cells for reducing
the traffic congestion at the macro BS and increase overall system capacity [102]. Most users desire
to connect to smaller cells as well since there are less number of users sharing the resources. Also,
smaller link distances decrease the power consumption drastically [103]. However, users connected
to smaller cells experience elevated inter-cell interference due to increasing frequency reuse and
decreasing re-use distances [104].
Since local small cell networks are not available everywhere, users may have to associate
with larger cells regardless of their applications. Furthermore, there are exceptional user groups
that require association with larger cells, such as high mobility users. As associating with smaller
10Part of this chapter was published in [5]. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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cells would cause an infeasible rate of hand-offs, high mobility users prefer association with
larger cells [105]. Nevertheless, the variation of the delay spread experienced by a cell increases
proportionally to cell size [106]. Combining this variation with the coexistence of low and high
mobility users, it can be seen that the variation in the Doppler spread is also proportional to the cell
size [107].
Based on the given observations, we conclude that MSs associated with larger cells experience a wider variety of channel conditions and require support of a comprehensive range of
applications. The methods described in the previous sections effectively address these problems
and lay guidelines to support such challenging medley of requirements.
Quite the reverse, coexistence issues become irrelevant for MSs associated with smaller
cells as they experience similar channels and request support for less variety of applications. The
inter-cell interference problem, on the other hand, gains importance as cell sizes get smaller. Until
now, most researchers who attempted to reduce the interference on small cells either from larger
cells [108] or from other small cells [109] have based their work on coordination in the network layer.
On this basis, one may erroneously conclude that the flexibility aspects of the RAT components can
only increase the performance within larger cells and remain useless for this problem. However,
the flexibility aspects of radio access technologies are not limited to the examples discussed above.
Flexible radio access technologies can be developed to address this problem, such as the
concept of partially overlapping tones (POT) in [110]. It is a flexible waveform design framework
that allows networks to interchange between other user interference and self-interference flexibly
by creating an intentional frequency offset and adjusting the pulse shaping filter accordingly.
Let us clarify the process with a brief example by considering small cells that use filter bank
multicarrier (FBMC) waveform and utilize Gaussian filters in their numerologies. In any case, BSs
first determine unique frequency offset values using the sensed spectrum with the intention to align
the center of their pulses to the nulls of other BSs’ pulses. In case of low inter-cell interference
power, BSs utilize wideband pulse shapes so that the desired high power signals overlap little and
the interfering signals are allowed to overlap more with the desired signals as they have low power,
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Frequency

(a): More other user interference

(b): More self interference
Time
■ = Center of desired user’s pulse ◆ = Center of interfering user’s pulse
○ = Signal of desired user ◌ = Signal of interfering user
■ = Self interference
▧ = Other-user interference

Figure 5.1: Figure showing how self-interference and other-user-interference from adjacent cells
can be interchanged using POT.
as demonstrated in Figure 5.1 (a). However, as inter-cell interference power increases, because selfinterference is easier to mitigate than other-user-interference using equalizers, the desired signals
are allowed to overlap in time by utilizing narrow band pulse shapes as doing so decreases the
interference power received from other users, as demonstrated in Figure 5.1 (b). In addition to
provide such a smooth solution to inter-cell interference, this concept is more practical than the
network layer solutions, as it can be used even in uncoordinated networks frequently encountered
in dense and unplanned deployments.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the inter-cell interference can be overcome using
the flexibility of the radio access technologies. This proves that challenges faced in other domains
can also be dealt with adaptations in the RAT. Furthermore, the solutions presented in this paper
provide an overview of the literature; however, flexibility aspect of the RAT is open to further
investigation.
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5.2

Enhancing Multiple Accessing Schemes with RAT Flexibility
We have shown that several numerologies using different signaling schemes can be freely

utilized in the same frame as long as the guard time and band requirements are met, and windowing
can be utilized to minimize both. In this section, we investigate how to use this flexibility in order
to improve current MA schemes and address the different user requirements conveniently. We
first briefly go over the advantages and disadvantages of various MA schemes for the future radio
access and show how they affect the system performance under different cellular scenarios and user
requirements. It will be clear that none of the available MA candidates can meet all the expectations
for the use cases pointed out, therefore, similar to proposed numerologies and waveforms, several
MA schemes should coexist in the future radio-access network (RAN) to achieve further efficiency
and reliability. We aim to show how these schemes can be further improved by extending the
flexibility aspects of the radio access technologies as explained in the rest of this study.
5.2.1

OMA
In orthogonal multiple accessing (OMA) schemes, each user receives their own symbols in

a resource block orthogonal to the other users’, in either time, frequency or code domains [111].
OMA schemes must always be part of the RAN as they;
• work best to provide high data rates to a relatively low number of users when overloading is
not necessary, as can be exampled in a scenario where few eMBB MSs connected to smaller
cells [102] (Figure 5.2 (a)),
• are required by very low power massive machine type communications (mMTC) devices due
to their low computational complexity (Figure 5.2 (a)),
• are required by applications that rely on time critical information such as uRLLC services
due to their low computational delay [112] (Figure 5.2 (b)).
However, for massive number of mMTC devices that sporadically access the network for
small packets, OMA schemes;
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Figure 5.2: Comprehensive visualization of several MA and cellular scenarios.
• limit the maximum number of connections [113],
• cannot achieve the sum rate capacity in the downlink if knowledge of the channel is unavailable
at the BS [114],
• require dynamic scheduling (request and grant) especially in the UL which increases the
latency and overhead significantly for small packets [115].
NOMA schemes outperform OMA schemes for the aforementioned use cases by assigning multiple
users on the same resource element. If compressive (sensing) random access is used, grantfree UL is possible which significantly decreases the scheduling overhead for massive number of
connections [116].
The techniques aforementioned in this study are already addressing how OMA schemes
can be flexibly utilized. Let us review the strengths and weaknesses of major NOMA schemes and
explore how they can be improved using RAT flexibilities.
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5.2.2

PD-NOMA
Introduction of multiuser superposition transmission (MUST) to improve the system ca-

pacity [117] in Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) Pro was a milestone since commercial
cellular systems implemented a NOMA scheme for the first time. power domain non-orthogonal
multiple accessing (PD-NOMA) schemes exploit the power variation between cell center and cell
edge users, and consist of superposed signals of these users inversely proportional to their received
powers. The receiver at the cell center, referred to as near receiver in this context, experiences a
high SNR. Therefore, it can extract their own low power signal by detecting the far users high power
signal first and subtracting it from the received signal. When the signals reach the cell edge user,
referred to as the far receiver, the low power signal of the near receiver fades heavily, therefore the
far receiver proceeds detection of their signal without further processing [118]. Two main reasons
got PD-NOMA adoption ahead of code domain non-orthogonal multiple accessing (CD-NOMA).
Firstly, the SIC detector is only required at the near receiver, reducing the computational complexity. Secondly, because the far receiver is able to use classical receiver algorithms, the scheme is
backward compatible to some extent as the process itself is almost invisible to the far user.
Unfortunately, because this scheme exploits solely the variation of channel conditions of
different users, it is considered to be useful only for the DL of larger cells [119], as shown in
Figure 5.2 (c).
A future direction of research for PD-NOMA would be an attempt to couple UL transmissions with sidelink (SL)11 transmissions to close proximity fellow receivers, as demonstrated
in Figure 5.2 (d). An example to how such a scheme would be useful is the combination of
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) signaling with the vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) signaling.
Furthermore, the current schemes use the same numerology for both the near and the far
receivers. Forcing the same numerology to be used by receivers experiencing different delay
spreads reduces the efficiency as we have concluded throughout the dissertation. The theoretical
proof in [120] suggests that PD-NOMA concept could be made flexible in terms of waveform and
11SL refers to device-to-device (D2D) links in the 3GPP terminology.
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numerology with different numerologies used for the near and far receiver. The solutions presented
in [120] can be generalized to partial overlapping of different waveforms. Further theoretical
investigation of this approach along with case studies for different waveforms is needed.
5.2.3

CD-NOMA
CD-NOMA schemes achieve high overloading in any link type regardless of the cell size

as shown in Figure 5.2 (e) and user density as demonstrated in Figure 5.2 (f) by using codebooks
with different overloading factors [121]. The cost of using CD-NOMA schemes is the advanced
transmitter design, but more importantly, the complexity of the message passing algorithm (MPA)
decoder at the receiver [122]. However, receiver complexity is not an issue in the UL, making
this scheme attractive for UL connections, as shown in Figure 5.2 (c) [123]. If the channel state
information (CSI) is unavailable at the transmitter, CD-NOMA schemes benefit from spreading
gain which increases the reliability under bad channel conditions, providing a viable solution to the
pilot contamination problem experienced by massive MIMO networks, as shown in Figure 5.2 (g).
Also they can further benefit from shaping gain if bandwidth can be sacrificed [124]. Well studied
CD-NOMA schemes are thoroughly worked;
• for code division multiple accessing (CDMA) ( [125] and references therein),
• by replacing the chips with subcarriers, using OFDMA [126],
• by utilizing the sparse CDMA codes at the mapping and spreading to combine these codebooks with OFDMA, [127].
It is easy to predict that the same concept can be applied to the many flexibility aspects
of millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies, such as beam switching and polarization, which can
be utilized in the implementation of the same concepts [128]. Numerous other future research
directions may be proposed for CD-NOMA, however to make this concept feasible for use in real
life implementations, the decoding complexity under doubly dispersive channels need to be reduced
for various channel conditions, which can be made possible through careful real-time adaptation of
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the more flexible radio access technologies. For the development of this direction, one can observe
that the further degrees of freedom could be obtained for other, more parameterized waveforms.
For example, the filter type and parameter selection flexibility of the FBMC numerologies can
be utilized to shape the future of CD-NOMA [129], and can be used as a distinguishing feature
reducing the interference between users in the physical layer under doubly dispersive channels.
5.3

Enhancing Secrecy and Throughput of Practical MIMO Systems Using ASs
Throughout this section12, vectors are represented using lowercase bold-face letters, ma-

trices are uppercase bold-face letters, and non-bold letters are used for scalars. The superscripts

(·)H , (.)−1 stand for the conjugate-transpose, and inverse operations, respectively. C represents

the complex numbers domain, and ∼ CN µ, σ2 corresponds to complex Gaussian distributed
random variable with mean µ and variance σ2 . k·k corresponds to the Euclidean norm.
5.3.1

System Model
A transmitting device, hereinafter referred to as Alice, wishes to convey information to

another device, hereinafter referred to as Bob. Alice transmits the information over N antennae
while Bob receives the information over M antennae, where M ≤ N. The communication channel
between each antenna of Alice and Bob is representable in the form of one tap over the utilized
bandwidth, and is time-invariant over the transmission interval. The channel coefficient between
Alice’s nth antenna and Bob’s mth antenna is represented in the mth row and nth column of the
matrix H ∈ C M× N , and all elements are assumed to be known perfectly by Alice. The information
symbols that are desired to be conveyed over a transmission interval are denoted by the vector
s ∈ C M ×1 .
Ideally, the mutual information (MI) between the information symbols and their received
counterparts is maximized if Alice precodes the symbols with V ∈ C N × M , comprising the first M
columns of the unitary matrix V̌ ∈ C N × N and Bob combines the channel outputs with the unitary
12Part of this section was published in [130] and patented [131].Permission is included in Appendix A.
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matrix UH ∈ C M× M , where [132]
H = U DV̌

H

(5.1)

is the SVD of the channel coefficient matrix H [133, Sec. 3]. The received symbol estimates
ŝ ∈ C M×1 in the ideal case are modeled as
ŝ = D −1 UH ( HV s + n) ,

(5.2)

where the parenthesized content is the signal received at Bob’s antennae, where elements of
n ∈ C M×1 are independent and identically distributed with ∼ CN (0, 1/γ) where γ is the overall
SNR of Bob for mean channel gain.
While the scheme described in eq. (5.2) maximizes capacity and is secure, in practice,
H

precoder-combiner matrix pair Ṽ and Ũ that are imperfect approximations of the similarly denoted
counterparts in eq. (5.1) may be used due to reasons made clear in Chapter 1. Let

H̃ =

p



p 
φH + 1 − φ W

(5.3)

denote the precoder-combiner induced channel H̃ ∈ C M× N where 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 denotes the
correlation between H and H̃; and W ∈ C M× N is the mismatch between them. Accordingly,
eq. (5.2) will hereinafter be considered as
ŝ = D −1 Ũ

H


H Ṽ s + n .

(5.4)

H

The Ṽ and Ũ matrix pairs are public knowledge, and are known by a third device with L > N
antennae, hereinafter referred to as Eve, that does not respect the confidentiality principle and
wishes to unlawfully eavesdrop the information Alice conveys to Bob. Let H̆ ∈ C L× N similarly
refer to the communication channel between Alice and Eve, known perfectly by Eve, and similarly
denoted and sized counterparts of elements in eq. (5.4) to other modeled properties. Eve estimates
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the information signals as
H

s̆ = Ṽ H̆
†

wherein H̆ = H̆
5.3.2

T



H̆ H̆


T −1

†


H̆ Ṽ s + n̆ ,

(5.5)

is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of H̆.

Artificial Signal Construction
Instead of transmitting the information symbols directly or precoding them with the nonideal

precoder, an artificial signal (AS) that maximizes the mutual information between s and ŝ can be
designed. ZF the AS such that the least squares (LS) estimates match the information symbols
perfectly results in a power-unbounded AS of which power has to be downscaled to meet the transmit
power requirements, hence is not an efficient way to approach the problem. The AS minimizing
the instantaneous error while efficiently utilizing the transmit power can be formulated as
H

x̃ = arg min k D −1 Ũ H Ṽ ξ − sk
ξ

subject to

kξ k ≤

√

N,

(5.6a)
(5.6b)

which is a convex optimization problem that can be solved computationally efficiently without
introducing long processing delays [134].
Note that x̃ ∈ C M×1 designed in (5.6) takes the precoder into account. This is particularly
useful if the precoding operation is performed in the hardware level, such as hybrid beamformers
[135] or other mechanical beamformers [136] such as lens array beamformers [137], and these
beamformers are not to be removed from the system. Hardware limitations such as the resolutions
of the phase shifters, digital to analog converters (DACs) and the analog to digital converters
(ADCs) at the receiver (if known) are also reflected in the precoder and combiner matrices [138].
On the other hand, if the transmitter is capable of digital beamforming, a signal design allowing the
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removal of the precoder from the system is possible. Accordingly, (5.6) can be further simplified to
H

x = arg min k D −1 Ũ Hξ − sk
ξ

subject to

kξ k ≤

√

N,

(5.7a)
(5.7b)

which also provides more freedom as x ∈ C N ×1 .
The complexity of the algorithms are not derived, but compared to the prior art, the equations
involve lesser number of variables, therefore the complexity is logically expected to be lower than
those already found acceptable.
5.3.3

Results
The gains of the proposed technique are numerically verified by comparing the EVMs

and uncoded BERs at Bob and Eve as well as the secrecy capacity for conventional codebook
transmission, precoded AS (PAS) transmission per (5.6) and direct AS transmission per (5.7) as a
function of φ and γ. M = 4, N ∈ {8, 16}, L = 32, W ∼ CN (0, 1) in accord with [139] and
information symbols comprising s are QPSK modulated regardless of SNR, which ranges from
0 dB to 10 dB. Both (5.6) and (5.7) were solved using CVX, a package for specifying and solving
convex programs [134, 140]. In the following figures, the curve is observed at Bob if only N
is provided, whereas it is observed at Eve if L is also provided. In Figures 5.3 and 5.4, φ = 1
(precoder perfectly aligned to the channel) results are not shown as all schemes abruptly converge
as expected, which occurs at a value very different than the rest of the figure.
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the change in the precoding-combining quality provided by the
proposed technique by comparing the EVM at various receivers in the absence of noise as a
function of φ. It is seen that the conventional scheme does not yield a waterfall gain unless φ → 1,
and doubling the number of transmitter antennae reduces EVM by about 1 dB. The proposed
algorithms, however, present waterfalling EVM schemes at the legitimate receiver for any channel
correlation and greatly outperform the conventional scheme for any nonunitary φ. While the number
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Figure 5.3: EVM at various receivers in the absence of noise.
of transmitter antennae is the most significant factor in reducing EVM for both proposed algorithms,
AS significantly outperforms PAS due to the increased level of flexibility for lower φ values while the
difference narrows as φ increases. In the meantime, both proposed algorithms (AS not drawn due
to overlapping) limit the EVM performance at Eve to that provided by the conventional schemes at
the legitimate receiver for φ 6= 1. The EVM at Eve for conventional transmission is mathematically
insignificant for all investigated valid number of antennae combinations, hence is not shown.
Figure 5.4 shows the secrecy capacity comprising the difference of capacities between Bob
and Eve as a function of φ in the absence of noise. The findings of Figure 5.3 are confirmed, AS is
more secure than PAS at lower φ as a result of the additional flexibility, which is later dominated by
N as φ increases due to additional diversity. The secrecy capacity increases up to φ → 85% and
diminishes to zero beyond higher correlations as Eve’s capacity increases. The secrecy capacity of
conventional transmission is zero hence is not shown.
Figure 5.5 shows the BER as a function of φ for 3 dB SNR. Under noisy reception, the
performance of AS becomes independent of φ as the introduced flexibility allows matching the
exact channel at any φ and is dominated by the diversity provided by the number of antennas. The
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Figure 5.4: Secrecy capacity between Bob and Eve.
performance of PAS converges to that of AS, and the convergence φ value decreases with increasing
the number of antennas as the increased diversity allows easier matching. The performance of conventional transmission converges to that of proposed schemes as φ → 1, and the proposed schemes
have significant advantage otherwise. The performance at Eve waterfalls with φ, confirming that φ
is the dominating factor in noisy reception as the high diversity greatly improves SNR.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the BER as a function of SNR for φ = 30% and φ = 70%,
respectively. The theoretical limits derived in [133] for an optimally precoded and combined
(φ = 1) transmission are also presented for comparison. The performance of the conventional
scheme is bottlenecked by φ independent of SNR for low φ, whereas the performance of PAS
increases before being bottlenecked by φ for low φ values. On the other hand, the performance of
AS converges to the theoretical limit with increasing SNR regardless of φ, a phenomenon commonly
observed in fading channels with suboptimum equalization, of which optimization falls beyond the
scope of this article. The gap between theoretical limit and AS performance is independent of φ
for φ > 30% in accord with Figure 5.5. Furthermore, the gap between PAS and AS closes as
φ increases in accord with Figure 5.5. The BER at Eve, which has 8 times the diversity of Bob,
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remains bottlenecked by φ and does not depend much on SNR for both proposed schemes at both
φ values, showing that the security gap between the two proposed signal designs is insignificant in
practical SNR values.
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks

In the second chapter, we have determined expected and instantaneous interference powers.
Interference power is used to determine subcarrier specific window lengths minimizing the interference. We laid down numerous guidelines with various computational complexities to determine
optimal window lengths under insufficient CP. The proposed subcarrier specific windowing scheme
improves SIR even when CP is insufficient. Average optimal window lengths depend only on PDPs,
and although instantaneous optimal window lengths depend on users’ CIRs, fluctuation is little.
Therefore, subcarrier specific windowing outperforms fixed windowing even with outdated window
lengths in case of powerful interferers.
In the third chapter, we have demonstrated the concept of frame structure compliant computationally efficient adaptive per-RE extensionless transmitter windowing to maximize fair proportional beyond 5G network capacity in the DL, and universal per-RE receiver windowing that
requires no additional knowledge. Results demonstrate that gains are possible from windowing
without introducing extra extensions that defy the frame structure if the side, RE and duration to
apply windowing is calculated carefully. The user with higher excess SNR must apply longer transmitter windowing as they can resist the SNR reduction, whereas the user with lower excess SNR
must apply longer receiver windowing. Users with higher subcarrier spacing and higher mobility
cause more interference in the system hence should apply more transmitter windowing, whereas
users with lower subcarrier spacing must focus on receiver windowing. Optimum transmitter window durations are longer at the edges whereas optimum receiver window durations are longer at
band centers. Emulating the multipath multiple access channel allows the gNB to estimate optimum
transmitter windowing durations prior to transmission with 95% confidence. Using the variance
of received symbols allows the UEs to calculate optimal receiver windowing durations without
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calculations requiring further knowledge about the network and channel. While both algorithms
are presented for per-RE calculations, spectrotemporal correlation of window durations allow reduced computational complexity implementations than those described. Extensionless windowing
at either side does not require action and information transfer to the communication counterpart
and is fully compatible with previous and current generations, however the knowledge of adaptive
windowing applied at the counterpart allows joint optimization that reveals higher gains.
Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrate that ACI is a critical problem in 5G and beyond scenarios
due to the coexistence of OFDM based non-orthogonal signals. To tackle the ACI problem, we
propose a novel Hann window function based low complexity receiver windowing method that is
fully compatible with the frame structure of existing standards and needs no redundancy in the
signal and no modifications on the transmitting devices in the fourth chapter. The proposed method
improves the achievable capacity in the presence of high power non-orthogonal signals on adjacent
channels when it is coupled with simple interference mitigation techniques. The proposed method
allows superior ACI rejection and reducing guard bands without requiring extensions, and on the
contrary, allows shortening the currently used extension for future higher mobility applications.
Although the gap between prior art and the proposed methods widens with increasing delay spread
and decreasing guard bands, the proposed methods outperform prior art in short delay spreads
and large guard bands as well. This study paves the way towards future standard compliant ACI
rejection research by showing gains of a simple receiver, inspiring sophisticated algorithms that
outperform the presented by achieving performance bounds with less receiver complexity.
In chapter 5, we proposed two different approaches to construct an artificial signal, which
can mitigate the mismatch between the channel and the codebook-based precoders. The constructed
signal is able to reduce the BER experienced by legitimate user, while keeping eavesdropper’s BER
at a high level. The secrecy performance of PAS and AS are theoretically different at infinite SNR,
but for practical SNR values the approaches are indifferent. If the hardware allows full digital
beamforming this increases the capacity at the intended receiver, whereas the eavesdropper will
keep believing a precoder is used, creating additional confusion. The performance of precoded
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method converges to that of nonprecoded beyond a certain correlation, of which value decreases
as diversity rank increases. Even though the proposed algorithms still enhances the performance
in case of low or no correlation, we suggest that it would be more beneficial to keep the operating
point around 0.6 to 0.9. At that operating range, both the performance of legitimate user and the
secrecy gap experience a satisfying enhancement.
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